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Foreword

BIM COW AVAILABII

Committees do not write reports; individuals do. A document
such as this one represents the combined efforts of scores of per-
sons, professional and lay, concerned and involved with the
future of the Massachusetts State College System.

Similarly, a report of a committee centering on long-range plan-
ning for the System, circa 1973, must of necessity draw on earlier
studies by agencies working at other times, from other perspec-
tives, with other lenses. Thus, five years from now, if the Trustee
Committee on Long-Range Planning has done its work properly,
this first report will be in its turn both a benchmark document
which the Commonwealth can use to help measure progress in
public higher education in the Seventies, and a policy resource
pap,:r for future studies dealing with educational planning
in the Eighties.

The Committee wishes to express its appreciation to the many
individuals and agencies whose work and studies contributed to
"Agenda for Renewal: A Forward Look for the Massachusetts
State College System 1973-i 980." A partial list of those to
whom we are indebted appears in Appendix J, page 86.

The Committee intends that this "Agenda for Renewal," having
been accepted and endorsed by the full Board of Trustees of
State Colleges, be given the widest possible distribution through-
out the Commonwealth. Policy guidelines set forth in the docu-
ment are designed to aid Trustees, the Central Office staff,
administrators, faculty members, and students throughout the
System in decisions that will affect the institutions under the
Board's jurisdiction for the re: 't of this decade.

It is important to underscore that this first report of the Commit-
tee represents only the beginning of an unending process of
planning. In the past, plans have evolved on individual campuses
and in some inter-institutional programs; however, this document
has for its singular purpose the beginning of a System-wide and
totally coordinated planning program.

Thus, this report does not attempt to provide an exhaustive and
detailed map indicating every step to be taken in the years ahead.
The Committee quite deliberately has steered away from that
course. The report does, however, isolate those areas in which
students, faculty, and administrators have expressed greatest
concern. It does so without denying that considerable progress
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has already been achieved in a number of these areas by institu-
tions within the State College System. In the area of expanding
access, for instance, many of the State Colleges have made great
strides in recent years. Likewise, there has been progress at
several of the State Colleges in re-examining and re-designing
general education programs, in improving the quality of graduate
education, in providing courses and programs of community
service, in encouraging professional development, in developing
learning alternatives and in establishing collaborative relation-
ships with other institutions. This document implicitly acknowl-
edges these accomplishments and seeks to build upon them.
Further, this report recognizes the fundamental capacity of the
State College System to project future needs and provide for their
coordinated and intelligent fulfillment.

Our report intends to confirm and strengthen the operational
autonomy of individual institutions, their student bodies, facul-
ties and administrators. This autonomy, so essential to institu-
tional development, will be further enhanced as each institution
develops a sophisticated capacity for its own planning and a
readiness to coordinate its efforts with the other institutions in
the System. As urged so clearly by all respondents to the first
draft of the planning document,' the recommendations in this
report call for initiative and flexibility from each campus. It is
also the intention of the Long-Range Planning Committee to act
as the Board's agent in monitoring and evaluating the implemen-
tation of these recommendations. A progress report from the
Committee will be filed with the Board in September, 1974.

The timetables for action are meant to be realistic although the
target dates may require adjustment. The procedures proposed
for the achievement of the goals for the Massachusetts State
College System are in harmony with the Board's stated policies
relating to shared governance.

No policies are immutable, no procedures inviolable, no plans
above criticism. Nonetheless, decision time for higher education
in the Commonwealth is at hand, and this report has been pre-
pared with the clearcut understanding by all concerned that the
Board of Trustees of State Colleges means to keep faitli with the
people of Massachusetts in building a State College System
responsive to their needs and worthy of their continued support.

Philip L, t.owe, Chairman
Long-Range Planning Committee
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Introduction: A Time for Renewal

Public higher education in Massachusetts has just experienced a
decade of unprecedented financial support by the legislative and
executive branches of the Commonwealth. In recent years, mak-
ing up for long neglect, substantial amounts of public funds have
been invested in the state universities, the state colleges, the
community colleges and the technological institutes. The result
has been salutary growth and expansion.

It would, perhaps, have been asking too much to expect that the
institutional pressures induced by enrollment increases and
physical plant expansion would have, in turn, speeded the pro-
cesses of educational change, causing colleges and universities to
break sharply with the traditional approaches to teaching and
learning. The fact of the matter is, however, that the nature of
instruction, the patterns of earning credentials and the granting
of degrees, particularly at the State Colleges, have generally
adhered to a traditional format.

Today, all signs point to a period of stabilization and, indeed,
to a cei tain amount of retrenchment. The Commonwealth is
faced with a number of problems which must be confronted
realistically, Looming large among these is the need for more
effective, efficient and economic forms of higher education. It is,
therefore, imperative that the Massachusetts State College Sys-
tem, in concert with the Office of the Secretary of Educational
Affairs, the Board of Higher Education, and the several other
governing Boards of Trustees in the public sector, inventory the
Commonwealth's problems in higher education and assess the
System's role in effecting their resolution.

First, there is the problem of resources. The need exists to extend
and expand the use of, rather than to duplicate, the educational
resources and instruction currently available at both public and
private higher education institutions in the Commonwealth.

Second, there is the problem of access. The need exists, without
sacrificing quality, tc, create a more flexible, diversified. less tra-
ditional higher education instructional system so that citizens in
the Commonwealth can exercise more choice in their pursuit of
highei. education.

These pressing needs must be addressed now, at a time when the
I Commonwealth must carefully review financial priorities which
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will determine its future investment in post-secondary education.
This Report to the Board of Trustees of State Colleges suggests
ways by which the Massachusetts State College System can and
should respond to the educational needs of the Commonwealth
in the period 1973-1980, simultaneously along several fronts,
during a period of accelerating change.

Institutions of public higher education are today being asked to
play broader and more varied roles in the major arenas of con-
temporary life. The Massachusetts State College System with
campuses strategically located throughout the Commonwealth
must be sensitive and responsive to the needs of its various
regional populations. At the same time, there exist even broader
trends manpower needs, economic growth, social values and
public commitments which affect both the Commonwealth
and the nation as a whole and which are discussed in detail later
in this report beginning on page 9.

The impact of many of these trends is already being felt within
the System. The call for providing more opportunities for a
greater variety of constituencies is being clearly sounded and
the System has begun to respond. The call for alternative ways to
earn college degrees. both on and off campus, is being heard
and the System is beginning to respond. The need for alternative
career programs to complement programs in teacher education
has become obvious and here, too, the System is responding.

There are also larger issues of major social importance regarding
which colleges have a special responsibility the impact of tech-
nology on human relationships and values, the need for more
widespread citizen dedication to public service, the imperatives
of environmental improvement, the development of the capabil-
ity to apply problem-solving methods and procedures to pressing
social problems to cite but four examples. As a major educa-
tional resource with a current annual investment-level of some
55 million dollars in operating budgets alone, the Massachusetts
State College System has a responsibility to make its unique
contribution to the education of the citizens of the Common-
wealth not only for their individual benefit, but also for the
common good.

The many voices of the State College System which have
contributed to this document have not always agreed on means,
but they willingly gave their best thinking to the endeavor. As
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issues were discussed and decisions hammered out, there
emerged, gradually, a consensus regarding the challenge ahead.
It was the hopeful rather than the bleak outlook; it would mesh
the best of the past with the unknowns of the future; it would
regard present necessity as opportunity. From all of this, the con-
cept of renewal was born, seeming to symbolize well the optimism
and dynamic involvement of the Massachusetts State College
System in addressing its problems. In a time of increasing
complexity and turmoil, this task of System-wide self-renewal
assumes greater urgency for the Trustees, Central Office staff,
administrators, faculty members and students.

In short, the work of the Massachusetts State College System has
grown in complexity and importance as its member institutions
have matured and as the deinands made upon them have broad-
ened in scope and variety. This first report of the Committee on
Long-Range Planning is intend °d to sha pen the focus of all con-
cerned, both programmatically and operationally. It has been
prepared, not as a finish to the planning process initiated by the
Trustees in 1971-72, but as an integral part of that process. Its
basic purpose is to formalize those goals and objectives which fall
most clearly within the System's legal mandate as outlined in the
succeeding section entitled "The Public Charge: Framework for
Policy," and to establish those administrative mechanisms which
can best achieve them.

As a planning document, "Agenda for Renewal" does not pur-
port to be a "role and scope" study. Specific delineation of the
academie missions of the 9 general purpose institutions and the
2 specialized colleges that comprise the Massachusetts State Col-
lege System will be developed under the aegis of the Committee
on Long-Range Planning during 1974. Subsequent committee
reports will also deal with such questions as the role of the Cen-
tral Office in the System, campus governance, the concept of
"upper-division" institutions, System-wide policy coordination,
future manpower needs of the Commonwealth. diversifying pro-
fessional programs in the System, developing a System-wide
program budget, inter-segmental cooperation in the use of tech-
nology, new approaches to non-traditional study for the affult
student, and the role of the State Colleges in a Common' ealth
"Open Learning Network." Several of the foregoing topics are
currently under study by committees of the 13nard and the Central
Office staff, and progress reports concerning them will be issued
from time to time in the months ahead.
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The Committee recognizes, of course, that the responsibility to
mesh the Massachusetts State College System planning process
with those of other segments primarily rests elsewhere, and that
this will involve, in the next phase of planning, an effort to more
explicitly set forth the educational missions of all public institu-
tions of higher education in the Commonwealth. Similarly, the
Committee recognizes that the problem of analyzing enrollment
trends in the Massachusetts State College System in comparison
with those in other public segments and in the private sector has
been undertaken by the Board of Higher Education and the
Office of the Secretary of Educational and Cultural Affairs.

Renewal, whether individual or institutional, is never easy. But
within the legislative mandate prescribed in the Willis Harrington
Act of 1965, the State College System has a clear call to plan
for the years ahead.

I+1

I



The Public Charge: Framework for Policy

The challenges noted in the Introduction confront the State
Colleges during a watershed period which began with the pas-
sage of the Willis-I larrington Act in 1965. That legislation
completely reorganized the Department of Education in Massa-
chusetts and thereby made the year 1965 a critical date in the
development of the State College System. It brought together
nine State Colleges and two special purpose institutions into a
System of interrelated and interdependent multi-purpose institu-
tions under the jurisdiction of an autonomous governing Board
of eleven lay Trustees. Furthermore, it vigorously affirmed the
mission of these institutions as "people's colleges" and in the
process it established the statutory framework for the develop-
ment of future educational policy by the Board of Trustees.

The legislative directives to the State Colleges found in the
Willis - Harrington Act are clear. They include a mandate to
"provide educational programs, research, extension and contin-
uing education services in the Liberal, Fine and Applied Arts
and Sciences and other related disciplines through the master's
degree level." The law also charges the Board of Trustees to
provide all appropriate educational programs for the citizens of
the Commonwealth at each of the State Colleges, and to continue
to make such policy, rules and regulations. as the Board finds
necessary in fulfilling its public trust.

To meet these responsibilities, the Board declared at one of its
fiist meetings in 1966, that it would immediately "... seek the
improvement of education within the State Colleges by:

1. endeavoring to strengthen every aspect of the System;
2. developing a master plan for each college that will include

curriculum expansion as well as capital outlay program;
3. actively seeking greater fiscal support;
4. establishing a new and improved salary schedule:
5. recommending new faculty positions and backup staff:

and
6. initiating new and diversified programs where the need

exists,"

Since 1966, the Board has taken other major System-wide
actions which include a policy expanding transfer opportunities
for Community College students seeking entrance into the State
Colleges: a policy affirming the need to involve students as well
as faculty, administration, and alumni as partners in campus
governance; a policy granting credit. through the College Level
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Examination Program (CLEP), for knowledge attained outside
the classroom: an admissions policy enabling students in the
Commonwealth to have greater access to the State Colleges
through a combined application form: the enactment of a policy
on Affirmative Action: and many others.

Within the framework and new sense of direction created by the
Willis-Harrington Act, the State College System has undergone
seven years of astonishing growth: a 70 percent increase in stu-
dent enrollment. a 112 percent increase in land area, a 60 per-
cent increase in teaching faculty, a 182 percent increase in
operating budgets t the result of accommodating more students
as well as many new academic programs), and a multi-million
dollar capital outlay program.

Carrying on this momentum, the Board moved decisively in
I 972 to set major goals foe the State College System as a whole,
with the expectation that each col ege, under the leadership of
its President. would develop campus goals for timely submission
to the Trustees for review. The Goals set by the Board for the
State College System are:

. To extend higher educational opportunities to the
greatest possible number of students of all ages,

To continue to strengthen the quality and 'maintain the
diversity of programs and institutions within the State
College System without allowing unnecessary prolifera-
tion of programs. unwarranted duplication of effort or
unnecessary programs for which there is a decreasing
demand.

3. To develop academic programs and individual college
specialties in several career and discipline areas. while
maintaining a strong core of liberal arts programs at
each State College.

4. To emphasize undergraduate teaching and to limit
research and graduate education to a few critical areas.

5. To expand the extension. continuing education and
public service functions of the State Colleges to meet
the needs of all ages of citizens with differing interests.

6. To cooperate with otht public and private institutions of
higher education in program development and in the
sharing of faculty and facilities.

To improve articulation between two-year colleges and
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State Colleges and to facilitate student transfer from
one to the mita.

8. To develop liaison and cooperative relationships in areas
of curriculum, data exchange, information flow between
secondary and post-secondary institutions in the Com-
monwealth and within the State College System itself.

9. To continue to develop alternative means whereby stu-
dents can gain knowledge, experience, and further their
education outside the conventional State College class-
rooms, at a pace suited to their motivation and capabilities.

Hence, with that statement of the Board's goals for the 1970's,
the Massachusetts State College System demonstrated still
further its determination to respond to the shifting educational
demands of the times. In this first report, the Long-Range
Planning Committee has attempted to translate those general
goals into a specific "agenda for renewal" a series of action
recommendations the Committee believes will enrich the qual-
ity of academic life throughout the System over a period of time.

These action recommendations have been fashioned from the
dialogue on planning initiated by the Board some twr years ago,
and incorporate the ideas contributed by faculty, students,
administrators, alumni, and other citizens of the State. These
action recommendations also meet the challenge which Gov-
ernor Francis Sargent set before the Trustees of all public higher
education institutions at a meeting at Framingham State College
on October 14. 1972. Taken together, the actions proposed in
this document constitute not a rigid "Master Plan" for the
System. but rather the next crucial steps in the master planning
process the agenda for which everyone involved in building
the System must, in the opinion of the Committee, he held
accountable.

Beginning on page 31, this agenda is presented for implementa-
tion in four major areas:

1. Expanding Access to Learning
2. Improving the Quality of Learning
3. ,51rengthening the Teaching Function
4. Increasing Options through Learning Alternatives

Each of these major areas contains briefly stated recommenda-
tions followed. where appropriate. by a rationale for each
recommendation being made.
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Economic Needs of the Compnonwealth of Massachusetts
in the 1970's and Their Impact on the Massachusetti'
.State College System

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is the population and
economic center of New England. The citizens of Massachusetts
have always had a high per capita income in comparison with
other states of the United States, and the state has had extensive
industrial and urban development. In 1967, only 11.2% of
Massachusetts households had a family income of less than
$3,000, which was considered to measure the poverty line. Only
California and Connecticut had a smaller percentage of poor.
In contrast 20.2% of all the families in the nation had an income
less than $3,000 per year. On the upper end of the scale, 26.0%
of its families had an income greater than $10,000, compared
to a national average of 24.5 %.1

In 1969 the total personal income for Massachusetts was deter-
mined to he $22,722,000,000 9th among the 50 states.' In
1970 it had risen to $24,852,000,000, with comparative esti-
mates for the 1971 year of $26,763,000,000 (a 7.7% increase in
one year) which is 10th in the United States.' Only 9 states pro-
duce a higher total personal income than Massachusetts, in the
following order: California, New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Texas, Michigan, New Jersey, and Florida.

Economic Developm,,nt in the 1970's

Massachusetts' production of economic wealth, when compared
with the difficult circumstances in which it takes place, is an
amazing human accomplishment. A report of the Massachusetts
Advisoiy Council on Education emphasizes this as follows:

Even though the region suffers from a great variety of loca-
tional handicaps high transport costs, tax rates and cost of
living, distant markets. poor soils and had weather it has
successfully competed in national markets. Although its major
advantage was a headstart which was only an historical
accident. it now possesses many man-made advantages
external economies and increasing specialization in high skill,
technically oriented, labor-intensive industries.'

Historically, the entire geographic area provided textiles, shoes,
hand tools, and weapons in addition to profiting from the
"triangle of trade." In recent years the textile and shoe industries
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have become seerely depressed. For example, in 1971 the
closing of an additional 20 shoe factories cost 5,540 jobs. (Para-
phrased from Maxwell Field, Executive Vice President of the
New England Footwear Association, Business Week, January 8,
1972, page 76.) But a change to diversified manufacturing, with
a great deal of emphasis on electrical machinery, has filled much
of tit, gap.
A recent economic analysis of New England has emphasized the
fundamental changes which are taking place in the economy of
New England and Massachusetts.'

Representatives of the State Planning Commission, the Depart-
ment of Employment Security, the Executive Office of Manpower
Allah s, and the Office of Science and Technology recently
agreed that the best total economic study available in 1972 was
the Arthur D. Little report. In studying major industry groups,
the Arthur Little analysts found that the entire future develop-
ment of key industries, and thus the increasing personal income
base. depends upon the continuing support and development of
the professional and skilled labor force. For example, in non-
electrical machinery they note that, in spite of being sensitive to
cyclical business fluctuations because of dependence upon
capital equipment expenditures "... with generally highly skilled
workers and professionals and a responsiveness to technological
improvements in production, the industry has performed well
relative to the nation, and its prospects are very encouraging.'
The same facts are true of the electrical machinery, communica-
tions and electronics equipment industries concentrated in the
greater Boston area. In fabricated metal products, a highly
skilled labor force is critical. The future of the paper and allied
products industry depends on the use of new technologies, which
emphasize skilled manpower. In printing and publishing, the
report emphasized that

because of New England's high concentration of educational
institutions and service industries (e.g., finance and insurance),
the future of printing and publishing in New England is bright.
An industry that is highly concentrated and increasingly
capital-intensive, it is centered in Boston, a major national
publishing area. New technological advances, such as in photo-
composition, are almost certain to influence growth and rela-
tive composition of labor and capital. New media are also
influential television and education films, for example but
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publishing will probably remain less vulnerable. Among all
nondurable industries, this group seems likely to require an
increase in employment despite its capital intensity.'

The same generalizations are also true of possible future develop-
ment of rubber and plastics; here, the Little report once again
emphasized the area's ". . strongest factor, a highly-trained
labor force of skilled craftsmen exposed to threshold techno-
logical developments arising from New England's high profes-
sional and managerial competence. This same thread runs
throughout our entire analysis of the New England economy,"

In addition to the emphasis on high technology industries, there
is a major additional trend in Massachusetts toward all types of
"services."

Most service industries were shown to have a very high pro-
portion of professional workers: 65.7 percent in education,
46.1 in medical services and 42.2 percent in welfare; and
most other growth industries have a considerable proportion:
18 percent in electrical machinery, 13.6 percent in chemicals.
However, between 1950 and 1960, professional workers
increased by over 69,000, so continuing increase in the
demand for professional workers can be foreseen. A similar
increase is likely for service workers.'

In the past 20 years, the greatest increases in employment
throughout Massachusetts have been in professional occupa,
tionsi° This rate of increase has been considerably greater than
in the United States as a whole and until 1969-70 made it
possible for Massachusetts to maintain its favorable economic,
cultural, and social conditions.

Th future of New England's economy appears to rest with
the new technologically-oriented manufacturing and service
industries rather than with old-line industries such as textiles,
shoes, leather, and apparel. To repeat, it is therefore dependent
on a highly skilled labor force. Of the projected increase in
employment in Massachusetts between 1960 and 1980. 23
percent is estimated to be in professional occupations, ail of
which require a high degree of education, This implies extra
pressure upon the existing educational system, and the question
is asked whether this demand for education can he met. .

1 Although Massachusetts has, throughout its historical develop-
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ment, been well-endowed with excellent educational institu-
tions. both public and private, it is vital for the strength of the
region's economy that these establishments not only maintain
their quality but also extend their facilities, Similarly at lower
educational levels. Massachusetts needs to maintain and
improve its position with regard to secondary schools and
technical training.

If the expansion of the educational system, which is necessary
to provide sufficient highly skilled labor, does not occur, it is
likely that Massachusetts, and New England in general, will
find it difficult to compete with other regions of the United
States which are more richly endowed with natural resources
and locational advantages."

Finally, in reviewing regional obstacles and opportunities, the
Little report stressed

... the promise of high growth. New modes and techniques
of transportation have "reduced" distance, shortened delivery
time, lowered raw materials and energy costs, and lessened
competitive disadvantages. These include air cargo, interstate
highways, containerization, high-speed rail and truck service,
high ocean-going tankers. Low-cost nuclear power generation
is fast reducing the age-old dependence on high-cost fossil fuels
for energy. Important future segments of the aircraft and ship-
bui!cling industry are firmly established in the region, Entirely
new products and new industries continue to appear and
expand, fed by an unexcelled technological input from the
region's educational, scientific, research and development, and
medical community. The region's entrepreneurial, manage-
ment and professional skills are unmatched in the world
economy, and its highly trained labor force retains the crafts-
manship of traditional industries. The provision of valuable
services. many of them exportable, has become much more
important to the regional economy than the production
of goods.

As a result, New England's unique opportunity presents itself
in the form of its human resources. The potential for high
productivity gains lies in the application of these resources to
low-weight (or weightless) raw materials to produce finished
commodities (or services), readily transportable to tomorrow's
high-technology markets. These are the growth markets, and
they are the markets New England has developed the capa-
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hilities to servt Thus, New England's output will become
increasingly high-valued per unit, capital-intensive, service-
oriented, economically exportable, and most important
sought after in the marketplace.'

Future ivionpot,ei Needs in Alassaehusetis

The Division of Employment Security of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts completed in October, 1971, an analysis of the
anticipated requirements for manpower in the Commonwealth
to 1975."

The methodology followed by the Division of Employment
Security was developed cooperatively with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the United States Department of Labor. An
economic model was prepared which included the development
of an occupational matrix of 116 industries and 150 occupations.
Extensive historical series were established and estimates of
industry and employment were made based on a set of six
assumptions as follows:

1. A national unemployment rate of 3 percent is attained
in 1975.

2. No major event such as a prolonged depression of the
type of the early 1930's will occur to alter substantially
the rate and nature of economic growth.

3. Scientific and technological advances of recent years will
continue at about the same rate of change.

4. Economic and social patterns and relationships will con-
tinue to change at about the same rate as in the recent past.

5. Based on the assumption that the Vietnam conflict will
have been over for some time by 1975, defense expendi-
tures will hold at about the 1955-65 rate.

6. In practically all industries national export-import trends
between 1949 and 1968 will continue to 1975."

From this complicated system it was possible to develop a total
estimate of labor demand in all types of professional, technical,
craft, and unskilled workers. Employment in 1968 in each of these
many areas was determined as a base and employment needs in
1975 were determined as a target, based on growth and deaths
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and retireminits. From these figures the total net demand in all
types of specific occupations was developed and detailed."

A few of the highlights of the study are as follows: ( I ) there is a
shift toward the service sectors personal, business, medical and
educational, private as well as governmental and away from
employment in the production of goods; (2) an additional
208,500 workers will be required between 1968 and 1975 to till
new jobs and 519,200 will be needed to replace workers leaving
the labor force for all varied reasons; ( 3) the occupational com-
position of the work force will continue to shift away from low-
skilled fields of work toward occupations emphasizing services
and professional, technical, and clerical skills: (4) a high pro-
portion of new jobs will be centered in industries which even
now have special problems in manpower planning and training:
( 5 ) total employment will increase at an annual rate of 1,1 cin
from 2,357,100 in 1968 to 2.541,400 in 1975. Of the increases
146,000 will be in the service sector, including personal, busi-
ness, medical, and educational services. The major industry
groups which will provide new jobs in the 1968.75 period are
shown in the following list of growth industries.

In the New England Report published by the First National
Bank of Boston on December 19. 1972, the following industries
were singled out as possessing unusual growth potential:
electrical equipment and supplies, nonelectrical machinery;
chemicals and allied products; transportation equipment; and
instruments and related products. In addition, the Report pro-
jected. "accelerated growth in industries such as insurance,
banks. medical services, and engineering consulting." It stressed
that one of the major assets of the state was its highly educated
manpower and indicated "in our opinion, one of the greatest
duties of state government is to educate."

Any planning designed to create jobs and expand industrial
capability must provide expanded educational opportunity, par-
ticularly in post-secondary education, throughout the Common-
wealth, With 98,000 new jobs needed each year and only 15,000
being created per year, development in post-secondary education
was. and is in 1973-1980, a critical and important component
of the necessary growth strategy for the state.

Fortunately. the m;mpower study of the Division of Employment
1\) Security is quite complete. Massachusetts is one of the few states
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which has made such a complete forecast of future occupational
needs. In his preface to the study Herman V. La Mark, Director
of the Division of Employment Security, points cut that

. . there are few jobs whose content and outlook are not con-
stantly changing. New technologies and new life styles are mak-
ing oid trades obsolete and creating new patterns of work. The
choice of skills for which training should be given has become
one of the most difficult tasks of government." Fortunately,
the results of this manpower study make it possible to determine
the curricular fields in which the Massachus...tts State College
System is now providing opportunities for citizens to prepare
for current occupational needs and for the system to plan
necessary curricular adaptations in the near future.

Table One

Afassachusetts Growth Industries 19684975

Growth Industries
Selected Categories

Change 1968-1975
Number Percent

All Industries 184,300 7.8

Construction 20,600 16.2

Transportation. communication, and public utilities 10,400 8.0
Motor freight transportation 5,300 17.3
Air transportation 1,800 25.4
Communications 11.000 41.4
Electric, gas. sanitary services .. -2,800 8.6

Trade 41,600 8.3
Wholesale 15,500 13.1

Retail 26.100 6.8

Finance. insurance, real estate 10,100 8.2

Services 146,100 23.7
Medical and health 35,300 21.3
Education 57.500 3 i

Public Administration 21,800 20.1

Note:1 his table presents, with a single exception. a selection of growth industries
with increasing employment. Since the list of industries is incomplete. the total
and sub-totals are not necessarily the stuns of the cate.gorie.,

Contribution of the Massachusetts State College System
to Massachusetts Illanpower Needs

The diversification of the programs in the Massachusetts State
Colleges within the past 5 years and its effect on future man-
power needs in Massachusetts is shown dramatically in Table
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Two. Of course, the historical major purpose the education of
teachers shows its influence. The demands for teachers of all
types is forecast as 37,279 between 1968 and 1975. At the
present time it appears that the Massachusetts State College
System will provide 42% of the supply of first-time appointees
in such positions. The large imber of graduate students not
elsewhere classified ( 9,913) appears to be primarily in-service
teachers working on graduate programs, luau of them on a
part-time basis. In addition, many of the undergraduates enrolled
in nonteaching programs and not classified in the special fields of
the table ( mostly in the humanities and social science fields)
may end up as teaching candidates and increase the proportion
of the total demand for teachers which will be supplied by the
Massachusetts State College System.

However, the number of students in nonteaching majors has
rapidly increased, particularly as the variety of degree programs
has expanded. A comparison has been made of the occupational
needs in a number of appropriate fields with the number of
students enrolled in these major fields at each of the various
Massachusetts State Colleges, and the totals are shown in Table
Two. Six breakdowns are shown, for demand and supply in
natural science; engineering - technical; medical and Other health
workers; social science and other professional, technic al;
managers, officials, proprietors; and other. "Demand" figures for
each of the items on the table are derived from Table VI of the
manpower study of the Divisior of Employment Security.'
"Supply" is derived from the reports of each of the State Colleges
for the number of persons majoring in each field in the fall semes-
ter in 1971-72. Summary figures are provided in the table, and
the breakdown by colleges is provided at the end of this chapter.

Of course, some of the students now enrolled in each of the
various fields will drop out of college or will change majors
before completing a degree. On the other hand, by 1975 the
enrollments of the colleges will be itrich larger and, if the trend
lines are steady, a continually larger proportion of students
enrolled in 1971-72 will graduate by 1975; thus, the current
total enrollment in the various fields appears to be a crude but
logical estimate of the supply of specialized professionafper-
sonnel which the Massachusetts State College System will
graduate in the period ending in 1975. At the least, it is a begin-
ning base for estimation of the contribUtion of the Massachusetts
State Colleges to the manpower needs of the Commonwealth.



Table Two

Comparison of Massachusetts Manpower Requirements and One Source of
Trained Manpower as Represented by the Massachusetts State College
System's Current Enrollment

Net Demand
Manpower Requirements 1968.1975a Demand Supplyb

A U Teachers 37,279 15,645*

Elementary Teachers 14,434 6,282
Other Teachers (Secondary, College, Other) 22,845 9,363

Natural Scientists 3,494 1,345*

Chemists 1,918 94
Biological Scientists 311 437
Geologists 105 1

Mathematicians 412 653
Physicists 654 22
Other Natu'il Scientists 35 138

EnKineers, Technical 21,951 946*

Afedicril & Other IlealthiVorkers 37,068 1,663
Dietitians, Nutritionists 796 22
Nurses, Professional 18,528 342
Psychologists 732 1,147
Technicians, Medical, Dental 7,129 132

Social Scientists and Other Professional, Technical 63.421 1,716*
Economists 420 112
Other Social Scientists 114 34
Workers in Arts, Entertainment 9,389 684
Designers, except Design Draftsmen 1,190 186
Librarians 2,814 54
Photographers 528 NA

Social an:? Welfare Workers 3,659 596

Managers, Officials, Proprietors 45,387 871

Other
Nurses, Practical 14,029 188
Law Enforcement 4,232 218

7,975*
9,913

aMassachusetts Department of Employment Security, Massachusetts Manpower
Requirements to 1975. Boston, Massachusetts, October, 1971, Table VI,
pp. 45-48. (In cooperation with the Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States
Department of Labor.)

he sum of the figures having asterisks (40.480) is approximately equal to the
total enrollment in the Massachusetts State College System. Total numbers of
students listed by major fields are somewhat less than gross enrollment (head-
count) for each college and the total system. This may be due to the presence of
students in the system who have not declared a major field.



Net Demand
Manpower Requirements 1968.1975a Demand Supplyb

All Teachers ............... .....,, ........... ...... ..... ...... 37,279 15,645'

Elementary Teachers 14,434 6,282
Other Teachers (Secondary, College, Other) 22,845 9,363

Natural Scientists 3,494 1,345*

Chemists 1,918 94
Biological Scientists 311 437
Geologists 105 1

Mathematicians 412 653
Physicists .............. ..... .,..., 654 22
Other Natural Scientists 35 138

Engineers, Technical 21,951 946*

Medical A:Other Health Workers 37,068 1,663'
Dietitians, Nutritionists 796 22
Nurses, Professional 18,528 342
Psychologists 732 1,147
Technicians. Medical, Dental 7,129 152

Social Srientists and Other Professional, Technical 63,421 1,716*
Economists 420 112
Other Social Scientists 114 84
Workers in Arts, Entertainment 9,389 684
Designers, except Design Draftsmen 1,190 186
Librarians 2,814 54
Photographers 528 NA

Social and Welfare Workers 3,659 596

Managers, Officials, Proprietors 45,387 871*

Other
Nurses, Practical 14,029 188'
Law Enforcement 4,232 218*

7,975'
9,913'

aMassachusetts Department of Employment Security, Afassachusetts Manpower
Requirements to 1975. Boston, Massachusetts, October, 1971, Table VI,
pp. 45-48. (In cooperation with the Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States
Department of Labor.)

&The sum of the figures having asterisks (40,480) is approximately equal to the
total enrollment in the Massachusetts State College System. Total numbers of
students listed by major fields are somewhat less than gross enrollment (head-
count) for each college and the total system. This may be due to the presence of
students in the system who have not declared a major field.
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Supply
Minus

Demand

% Supply
Is of

Demand
Net Supply as Represented by Currently Enrolled Students in the
Massachusetts State College Systems

21,634 42% All undergraduates currently enrolled in a program of teaching
orientation

8,152 44% All undergraduates currently enrolled in elementary education
13,482 41% All undergraduates currently curdled in a program of teaching

orientation minus those in elementary education

2,150 38% All graduate and undergraduate students in nonteaching
orientation programs listed:

1,824 5% Chemistry
4 126 141% Biology
--104 1% Chemistry-Geology
+241 158% Mathematics
632 3% Ph.'si;:s

-4-103 394% Earth Science, Natural Science, General Science

21,005 4% Engineering and Technology (Elect., Ind., Mgut., Marine,
Comp. Sci.)

35,405 4%
77-4 3% Food and Nutrition Master's Programs

18,186 2% Four-Year Nursing Programs
4-415 157% Psychology and School Psychology Master's Program
6,977 2% Medical Technology

61,705 3%
308 27% Economics
30 74%, Social Science

8,705 7% Art and Fine Arts
1,004 16% Design
2,760 2% Library Science and Librarianship Master's Programs

Photography majors are included in the rine Arts Program
listed above

3,063 16% Sociology

44,516 2% Business Administration

13,841 1% One -Year Nursing Programs
4,014 5% Law Enforcement

Total other undergraduates enrolled in nonteaching programs,
not elsewhere classified.

total graduate students not elsewhere classified.

cExact enrollment breakdowns by institution, by academic
program are given at the end of this chapter.

l`1
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In the area classified as "natural scientists" the Massachusetts
State Colleges, as a whole, will provide some net supply in all
fields except agricultural scientists. Against a demand of 3,494
from the remaining natural science fields 1,345 persons are cur-
rently majoring in these fields. In chemistry there are 94, in
biological science 437; there are 653 mathematicians, 22 physi-
cists, 1 geologist, and 138 other natural scientists. Comparing
the supply with the demand, the State Colleges will provide 38%
of the "natural scientists" needed in the state during this period.
In fact, they will produce an oversupply, for the entire state, of
biological scientists and mathematicians. Undoubtedly many of
the nonteaching biological scientists and mathematicians will
end up moving into the teaching profession, On the other hand,
it is important that the State Colleges are beginning to contribute
chemists and physicists for the specialized economy even though
the percentages are only 5% and respectively.

The total demand for new engineers in the manpower study is
shown as 21,951. Nine types of "engineers, technical" are differ-
entiated in the manpower study ranging from aeronautical to
mining, with a fairly large catchall area. The four large areas of
demand are civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical. The
Massachusetts State Colleges currently have an enrollment of 946
students in major fields within these classifications. Three
hundred and thirty-three are at Massachusetts Maritime
Academy in marine engineering or transportation. The remain-
ing 613 are at Fitchburg with 463 in the Bachelor of Science
Degree program in industrial sciences supported by the Raytheon
Corporation, and 150 in the evening college program.

Areas of concentration of these students are in electrical tech-
nology, computer science, industrial management or technology,
and manufacturing or mechanical technology. These programs
are critical manpower resources for the future technological
development in the state of Massachusetts and constitute 4% of
the total supply. Fitchburg also provides the bachelor's and
master's degrees in industrial education. Throughout the United
States many persons with this type of background go into indus-
trial technology and other types of work related to engineering.
Students in these fields are not counted as part of the total supply
in the engineering, technical area but, in fact, a number of them
will undoubtedly end up working in this area.

One of the most rapidly developing fields of service in the United
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States is that denoted as "medical and other health workers." It
is significant that 4% of the need for dietitians and nutritionists,
3% of the need for professional nurses, and 2% of the need for
medical technologists can be filled by students currently enrolled
in the State Colleges. "Psycho loOst" is difficult to determine and
to define. In the field itself there is a preference for persons with
a doctorate to be allowed to use the term "psychologist." With
the graduate programs for school psychology and the bachelor's
degree programs in psychology, there is an extensive source of
supply for psychologists with this type of background. Accurate
predictions of supply and demand in the psychology field will
require more complete criteria and determination of need for
doctoral study for the 732 psychologists currently listed as the
"demand" for this type of specialist.

The areas of "social scientists" and "other professional, tech-
nical" in the manpower study have been combined as one section
in this table. Once again in discussing "economists and other
social scientists" the criteria do not specify whether or not the
demand requires persons with doctoral training. If not, it appears
that the State Colleges can supply 27% of the economists and
three-fourths of the other social scientists. Social and welfare
workers are considered separately, of course, and 16% of the
total need can be met from the State Colleges if only sociology
majors are considered. Of course, in hiring social welfare
workers, persons from other fields are often employed, particu-
lady people from the field of psychology. In the manpower study,
separate figures are given for statisticians and actuaries and for
accountants and auditors. Some students from business admin-
istration or mathematicians may very well qualify for positions
in these two fields. However, it was impossible to obtain a break-
down of students in subfields of business or mathematics and
thus no estimate is possible of the supply of persons in these
critical fields which will come from the State Colleges. This is
unfortunate since there is a net demand for 7,802 accountants
and auditors and 466 statisticians and actuaries.

The Massachusetts State Colleges will provide 7% of the needed
workers in the arts and entertainment field and 16% of those
needed in the design field. The need for librarians is quite large
and the State Colleges, significantly enough, will be able to
supply only 2% of this overall need. Finally, in this area,
photographers are specified as a significant area of demand, with
2,335 to be employed in 1975 and a need for 528 new ones in
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this figure. Photography is offered at the Massachusetts College
of Art and man), of the fine arts and design students take work
ir. the field. At the present time it is impossible to "break-out"
a specific figure in this field. Nevertheless, it is evident that a
significant percentage of the supply of photographers will come
from this one college.

In the business and administration field and the preparation of
managers, there is a very small development in the Massachusetts
State College System. Only two colleges oiler majors in business
administration and will provide only 2% of the needs of the
state in this critical area. Most comparable state colleges have
programs varying from 10-20% of their entire student body in
this field. This is an area of serious shortage and undoubtedly
will expand in the future.

In the two "other' programs, the practical nurse is not a bacca-
laureate degree program but one state college was offering it as
a special service to its area in 1971-72. This is an area of great
need which is normally provided by vocational schools or com-
munity colleges. On the other hand, the area of law enforcement
is growing in the State Colleges and major fields of study are
provided at two colleges at the present time, potentially supplying
5% of the demand.

It can be seen clearly from this analysis that the Massachusetts
State College System has broadened its areas of service to the
social and economic needs of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts since the new Board of Trustees was established. This
development parallels comparable developments all over the
United States. Within the institutions there is a readiness to meet
the needs of the state of Massachusetts for the specialized man-
power which will be critical for the future social and economic
development of the Commonwealth.

During recent years the Massachusetts legislature has increased
its level of support for public higher education in Massachusetts,
including the Massachusetts State Colleges. These facts are well
illustrated by the following list from The Chronicle of Higher
Education, January 3, 1972, page 4. Some of these data are
inexact since they reflect only original budgets and leave out
supplementary budgets and adjustments. Nevertheless, they pro-
vide good indications of overall percentage growth areas.
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Institution
1971-72

Appropriation
2-Year

Change

U. of Massachusetts $ 58,614,001) +47%

Stare Colleges..
Boston 5,827,000 +43%,
Bridgewater 4,486,000 +57%
Salem 4,423,000 +41%
Worcester 3,148,000 +65%
Fitchburg 3,001,000 +51%
Westfield 2,700,000 -4- 43 %

Framingham 2,660,000 +49%
Lowell 2,476,000 +30%
North Adams 1,593.000 1.83%
College of Art 1,260,000 +97%
Maritime Academy 853,000 -}-65%
Hoard of Trustees 324,000 6%

Lowell Tech, inst. 6,935,000 +41%

SE Mass. U. 4.883,000 +41%

Community Colleges 19,730.000 +79%

Board of /14,her Education 7,235,000 +70%

Total $130,212,000 +53%

Undoubtedly these improvements have been an important factor
in the continuing development of the Massachusetts economy
during the past decade. Nevertheless, Massachusetts is not
strongly supportive of public higher education, on a per capita
basis. Various studies indicate that it stands 49th out of the 50
states in support of public higher education. For example, a
recent study by M.M. Chambers indicates that the appropriation
per capita is $22.72, followed only by New Hampshire. The
national average appropriation per capita is $37.85 and other
states in the top 10 in population and in total personal income
run considerably higher (The Chronicle of Higher Education,
January 3, 1972, page 1). Another study indicates that per
capita state and local government expenditures for higher educa-
tion in 1971 place Massachusetts 41st, with an expenditure of
$37.56, compared with the national average of $69.78 (State
Government Finances in 1971, pp. 12-13, U.S. Department of
Commerce. Bureau of Census).

These expenditures for higher education are extremely different
from some other types of expenditures. For example, Massachu-
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setts rates high among the 50 states in per capita expenditure of
state and local governments for health and hospitals ( in 1967.68,
5th), for police protection (in 1967-68, 10th), and for fire
protection ( in 1967-68, 1 st) . Obvion0y, Massachusetts has the
money in the form of disposable income to support those public
services which it finds are essential.

Massachusetts has always been a leader in fact, a bellwether
among the critical states of the United States, those which are
largest in population, largest in industrial, commercial and
personal income, and which take the lead in developing new or
changed social institutions. In its economic development in the
1970's. the Commonwealth will be dependent on "threshold
technological developments," the developing "knowledge"
industry, and a major shift in the other specialized service
industries. In order that this development can take place, a highly
trained labor force with increasing educational background will
be necessary. In addition, "retooling" of even the most highly
trained and competent persons will be critical. These educational
needs will place increasingly serious demands upon the educa-
tional facilities in Massachusetts and particularly on those which
are publicly supported.

Sources of Trained Manpower Supply
The Massachusetts State College System

Manpower Requirement Designations are taken directly from
Massachusetts Manpower Requirements to 1975, Boston,
Massachusetts. October, 1971, Table VI, pp. 45-48. Enrollment
figures and State College System Program Designations were
obtained from individual colleges by survey in December of 1971.

Nfanpower Requirement
Designations

Enrollment in
Programs in the Massachusetts

State College System

.-1/1 Teachers All undergraduates enrolled in programs of teaching orientation.

Undergraduates
. .

Graduates

Boston 1,815 0
Bridgewater 3,155 0
Fitchburg 2,611 0
Framingham 1,009 0
Lowell 423 0
College of Art 199 0
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Manpower Requirement
Designations

Enrollment in
Programs in the Massachusetts

State College System

Undergraduates

North Adams 1,025

Graduates

Salem 2,421 0
Westfield 1,740 0
Worcester 1,747

15,645 0

Elementary Teachers -- All undergraduates currently enrolled in programs of
elementary education.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 651 0
Bridgewater 1,477 0
Fitchburg 637
Framingham 507 0
Lowell................... ............ ........ 279 0
North Adams 482 0
Salem 992 0
Westfield 640 0
Worcester 617 0

6,282

Other Teachers All undergraduates currently enrolled in programs of teaching
orientation minus those in elementary education.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 1,164 0
Bridgewater 1,678 0
Fitchburg 1,974 0
Framingham 502 0
Lowell 144 0
College of Art 199

North Adams 543 0
Salem 1,429 0
Westfield 600 0
Worcester 1,130 0

9,363 0

Social and Welfare Workers All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching
orientation" sociology.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 210 0
Bridgewater 180 0
Lowell 103 0
Worcester 103 0

596 0
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Manpower Requirement
Designations

Enrollment in
Programs in the Massachusetts

State College System

Alana,gers. ()Picea ls, Prop; ittors All undergraduates enrolled in business
administration.

Undergraduates Graduates

North Adams 186 0
Salem 685 0

871 0

Nurses (Practical) All undergraduates enrolled in 1-year nursing programs.

Undergraduates Graduates

Worcester ( I-yr. program ) 188 0

188 0

Law Enforcement All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation"
law enforcement.

Undergraduates Graduates
Boston 190 0
Westfield 28 0

218 0

Nurses ( Prof essio., fq) An undergraduates enrolled in 4-year nursing programs.

Undergraduates Graduates
Lowell 204 0
Salem 138

342 0
Fitchburg over 325

Psychologists All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation"
psychology and graduate students enrolled in school psychology.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 264 0
Bridgewater 211 0
Fitchburg 7 42
Framingham 116 0
Lowell 141 0
North Adams 110 0
Salem 59 0
Westfield 49 20
Worcester 118 0

1,085 62

Total 1,147
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Manpower Requirement
Designations

Enrollment in
Programs in the Massachusetts

State College System

Technicians: Medical. Dental All undergraduates enrolled in medical
technology.

Undergraduates Graduates

Framingham 78 0
Lowell 26 0
North Adams 0

152
Fitchburg 1004

Economists AU undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation"
economics.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 80 0
Salem 9 0
1,Vorcester 23 0

112

Chemists All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation" chemistry.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 30 0
Bridgewater 13 0
Fitchburg 2 0
Framingham 22 0
North Adams 8 0
Salem 11 0
Worcester 8 0

94 0

Biological Scientists All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation"
biology.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 124 0
Bridgev, ater 70 0
Fitchburg 28 0
Lowell 54 0
North Adams 20 0
Salem 76 0
Worcester 65 0

437 0
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Manpower Requirement
Designations

Enrollment in
Proerams in the Massachusetts

State College System

Geologists All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteachin8 orientation"
chemistry-geology.

Bridgewater

Undergraduates Graduates

1 0

1 0

Mathematicians -- All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation"
mathematics.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 188 0
Bridgewater 25 0
Framingham 79 0
Lowell 79 0
North Adams 1 0
Salem 140 0
Westfield 94
Worcester 47 0

653 0

Other Natural Scientists All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching
orientation" programs as indicated.

Earth Science Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 38 0
Bridgewater 16 0
Framingham 16 0
Lowell 1 0
Salem 15 0

Natural Science

Boston 20 0

General Science

Westfield 32 0

Total Other Natural Scientists 138 0

Engineers, Technical Undergraduates Graduates

Fitchburg 613 0
Maritime Academy 333 0

946 0
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Physicivry All undergraduates enrolled in "nonteaching orientation" physics.

Undergraduates Graduates

Boston 7 0
Rride,t,vater 7 0
Fitchburg 2 0
Worcester 6 0

22 0

Dietitians and Nutritionists All graduate students enrolled in food and nutrition
master's programs.

Undergraduates Graduates

Framinghiim 0 22

0 22

'The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Third Report of the Special Commission
to Develop A Master Tax Plan Relative to the Ma.rsachusetts Economy and Its
Growth Potential, Senate No. 1315, February, 1971, p. 17.

2U.S. Dept. of Commerce Survey of Current Business 50. August 1970, p. 34
( Data secured from "Rankings of the States, 1971," p. 30, Research Report
1971-RI, Research Division of the National Education Association,
Washingtcn, D.C. I .

3llusiness If 're k (January 8, 1972 ), p. 76.

'Carl J. Schaefer and Jacob J. Kant man, Occupational Education for
Massachnsetts, a report prepared for the Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education, June, 1968. p. 205.

sArthur D. Little, Inc.. New England: An Economic Analysis., a report prepared
for the New England Regional Commission, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
November, 1968.

flbid., p. 11.

7/bid., p. 13.

81bid., p. 14.

9Schaefer and Kaufman, op. cit., p. 225.

mibid., pp. 216-217.

11/bid., p. 227.

12Little, op. cit.. pp. 16-17.

('Division of Empio inept Security. Occupational Research Department, Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Manpower Requirements to 1975,
Boston, Massachusetts, October. 1971, pp. 1-6.

14/bid., pp. 14-15.

151bid pp. 45.48,

16/bid., pp. 45-48.
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Expanding Access
to Learning

I Agenda for Renewal

In order to fulfill its commitment to the people of Massachusetts,
and to implement its own goals #1, #7 and #8, set forth on
pages 6 and 7, the Board of Trustees shall implement the follow-
ing programs to provide all citizens with the broadest possible
access to educational opportunity within the State College System.

Action Program: Transfer Access

Effective September 1, 1974, students earning an associate
degree in a transfer program at a two year college which is sig-
natory to the Massachusetts Transfer Compact (Appendix C)
shall be admitted, after application, to a baccalaureate degree
program in the State College System within the limits of space
and program. Each college shall make a determined effort to
increase the number of seats reserved for such transfer students
at the junior year level. On March 1st of each year, each college
President shall submit a progress report' to the Board of Trustees
through the Long-Range Planning Committee showing the
growth rate in transfer student admissions over previous years.

Rationale for Action: Transfer Access

A primary component of the Board's present effort to expand
educational Opportunity is the relationship between the eleven
State Colleges and the two year institutions in the Common-
wealth. in the future, should it be proven feasible, it is possible
that one or more of the State Colleges may become primarily an
upper-division institution drawing its student body almost wholly
from the state's two year institutions, both public and private.
While recognizing this possibility, the Board's immediate effort
to improve articulation between the State Colleges and the
junior and community colleges focuses attention on the Massa-
chusetts Transfer Compact (Appendix C). Hence, students who
complete a transfer program in a two year college which is
signatory to the Massachusetts Transfer Compact shall be
afforded. within space and program limitations, an opportunity
to complete the baccalaureate degree in the Massachusetts State
College System. Any transfer student who is afforded this
opportunity will be expected to complete those requirements
specified by his or her major department as applicable for every
other student already enrolled in that major at the college.

I All reports to the Long-Range Planning Committee called for in this report shall
he submitted through the Provost.
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The Massachusetts State College System should endeavor, in
appropriate ways, to provide comparable services for both
transfer and freshman applicants in the critical areas of pre-
application information, financial aid, counseling, housing and
orientation. In addition, before he or she is asked to respond to
an offer of admission, the transfer applicant should be notified
of the specific course credits or equivalents to be granted upon
enrollment, including the total credit to be awarded and the
estimated number of semester hours necessary to complete the
degree. The two year institutions shall be asked to work closely
with the State College System in preparing, at least a year in
advance, a forecast of the numbers of students who are expected
to seek junior year admission to the State Colleges.

In the interest of broadened communication, the Central Office
of the State College System shalt conduct research on the total
transfer process, including student attitude surveys and retention
.,tudies. Results will be published and shared with the two year
colleges to identify any problem areas.

Action Program: Outreach

13y March 1, 1974, each college President, after a campus study.
involving students, faculty, and administrators, shall submit to
the Long-Range Planning Committee an "outreach" program for
recruiting, counseling, and tutoring students who have tradition-
ally had limited access to higher education, including among
others, minority students, veterans, and working adults. These
programs shall become effective not later than September 1,
1974. In addition, each college shall make a determined effort to
support these programs through the regular operating budget of
the college. Since these programs represent, at best, a partial
response to the State-wide needs of specific populations of stu-
dents, the Provost and his staff shall assist in coordinating these
outreach programs with similar program efforts made by other
institutions of higher education within the Commonwealth. In
the development of outreach programs. the Trustees' policy on
Affirmative Action shall guide each State College in making a
renewed and special effort to recruit, enroll, and employ minor-
ities as part of its regular day-to-day process as well as through
special programs and activities. Each outreach program shall aim
to provide recruitment, counseling, and tutoring services to these
students in their own home communities.
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Each college shall make a determined effort to increase, over and
above current commitments, the number of freshman places
available for such outreach students. Moreover, each program
shall make provisions for expanding supportive services for these
students after their admission to college. Such supportive services
shall include, among others, tutorials, and both academic and
personal counseling. College students should be involved in pro-
viding such tutoring and counseling to fellow students. Moreover,
opportunities for the improvement of basic communication, read-
ing, mathematics, and study skills shall be made available to all
outreach students prior to formal admission to college. in so
doing, every effort should be made to obtain the cooperation of
secondary schools and other colleges and universities within the
public and private sector. On June 1st of each year, each college
President shall submit as part of an annual report, a status report
to the Board of Trustees through the Long-Range Planning
Committee showing the growth rate in admission of such out-
reach students and evaluating the general success of the program.

Rationale for Action: Outreach

There exist an increasing number of new students who desire
access to college, but to whom access has previously been limited.
Housewives, veterans, the elderly, and working adults constitute
groups which have been removed from the educational setting
and who now desire the opportunity to develop their potential
and to learn new skills that will enhance their social and eco-
nomic mobility. In addition, access to higher education must be
expanded to minority group populations within the Common-
wealth. According to a recent report prepared by Dr. Willard R.
Johnson of M.I.T. for a major policy study of Higher Education
in Massachusetts, minority students currently constitute only 3.7
percent of the total enrollment of the State College System. This
figure is significantly less than that for the University of Massa-
chusetts (7.7% ) and that for institutions of private higher educa-
tion in Massachusetts (6.6% ). Minority enrollment in the State
Colleges fails to achieve the proportions of minority population
ratios for the state itself. These are revealing facts, considering
that these publicly supported institutions should exist as natural
entry-points to higher education for minority students, many of
whom cannot meet the cost of attendance at private institutions.

To insure an avenue of access to all these outreach students,
3) each of the State Colleges shall establish a program of recruit-
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merit, counseling and tutoring of these students in their own
home communities.

Once admitted, these outreach students shall, as necessary and
appropriate, be given additional assistance in such areas as
reading, study skills, tutorial services, academic, personal, and
career counseling, and a range of cultural, social and educational
programs designed to enhance their intellectual and social adjust-
ment to college. Continuing efforts shall be made to recruit
minority counselors and tutors to provide additional supportive
services for minority students.

Action Program: Communication with Secondary Schools

By May 1,1974, each college President, after a campus study,
involving faculty, students, and administrators, shall submit to
the Long-Range Planning Committee a proposal for more
effectively communicating to Massachusetts high school students
the educational opportunities that exist within the State College
System through such avenues as expanded use of local and
regional newspapers, and increased opportunities for personal
meetings with high school students and counselors during the
students' junior and senior years. Such proposals should recom-
mend new means, to become effective September 1,1974, for
strengthening relationships with high school counselors and
teachers, with parents, and with the students themselves.

Rationale for Action: Communication with Secondary Schools

Communication must be carried on not only with other segments
within the higher education community in ;Massachusetts, but
also with the secondary schools in the Commonwealth to provide
the colleges with an up-to-date working knowledge of the educa-
tional expectations of high school students, and current levels of
their academic achievement. In turn, the students will be made
aware of the variety of programs available at the various State
Colleges.

Combined student-faculty teams can be particularly effective in
a program of secondary school visits. In addition, work needs to
be done to compare the curriculum offerings of Massachusetts'
secondary schools with the freshman offerings in the State
Colleges to asAire that the required course work at the college
level does not duplicate what has become a standard part of the
secondary school curriculum.
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In order to fulfill its commitment to the people of Massachusetts,
and to implement its own goals #2, and #3 and #5 set forth on
page 6, the Boal.d of Trustees shall implement the following
programs design, improve the quality of learning within the
State College Sv

tinder graduate Education

Action Program: Report on Liberal Arts and Sciences Offerings

By January 15, 1974, each college President, after a campus
study conducted in accordance with local campus governance
procedures, shall submit to the Long-Range Planning Committee
and to the Board's Educational Affairs Committee, a report
listing all undergraduate courses for credit in the liberal arts and
sciences. It is the intent of this requirement to move each campus
to a position where it can assure basic instructional capability,
not necessarily as majors, in the following areas:

I. Creative Arts, such as art, drama, music and dance;

2. Humanities, such as history', languages and liter ature
( English and foreign) and philosophy;

3. Natural Sciences, such as biological and health sciences,
chemistry, geology, mathematics, and physics;

4. Social Sciences, such as economics, geography, political
science, psychology, and sociology.

All colleges should possess instructional capability and resources
in each of these fields to give students broad options within both
their required and elective course areas.

In addition, this report shall present all such courses in the
liberal arts and sciences, and in all other areas, at the following
four levels:

I. A list of all courses which are available as electives
toward any degree requirement, without necessary
relationship to any major or minor.

11. A list of all courses which are primarily courses of
service to other departments.

'May be included within either Humanities or Social Sciences.
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A list of all courses necessary for a minor in a given
discipline.

IV. A list of all courses necessary for a major in a given
discipline.

Action Program: Academic Credit for Practicum Experience

Each college shall seek to offer as part of its curriculum, options
which encourage students to undertake practicum experiences
both on campus and in the community which are acceptable for
academic credit. Students shall be involved, together with faculty
and administration through the college's governance procedures,
in the development of such practicum experiences. On June 1st
of each year, each college President shall submit, as part of an
annual report, a status report on Practicum Experience through
the Provost for the review of the Long-Range Planning Com-
mittee and the Educational Affairs Committee. Such status report
shall describe the practicum experiences offered, the process for
taking advantage of those options, the number of students par-
ticipating in such experiences and the number of credits given.

Action Program: Report on Counseling Services

On June 1st of each year, each college President, after a campus
study involving faculty, students, and administrators, shall
submit as part of an annual report through the Provost for the
review of the Long-Range Planning Committee and the Educa-
tional Affairs Committee, a status report showing improvement
of student counseling services, placement services, and other
related support services for students.

Action Program: Approval of New Degree P1 ;grams and Majors

Effective immediately, requests from individual colleges to plan
new degree programs or new majors in the liberal arts or profes-
sional fields shall be submitted in accordance with the guidelines
for new degree programs and majors which are set forth in
Appendix D, and which require the college to provide, among
other information: (a) up-to-date evidence of student interest in
the proposed degree program or major, (b) evidence of man-
power needs for each proposed degree program or major, (c)
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data as to whether other public or private colleges are already
answering the same educational need by offering the same or a
similar program or major, (d) description of the curriculum to
determine if it meets acceptable standards for the discipline,
( e ) the teaching faculty required and library and other resources
needed to support the program or major, and (f) analysis of the
cost of the program or major. These new guidelines provide for
the assistance of the Associate Director for Academic Affairs
and his staff' to the colleges and the possibility of abbreviating
the guidelines where appropriate.

Study Program: Task Force on Teacher Education
and Laboratory Schools

Effective November 8, 1973, no plan for laboratory schools or
similar facilities for students majoring in elemcntary or second-
ary education shall be approved by the Board, pending a study
of the educational value of such facilities for the education of
teachers. By January 15, 1974, the Provost, after consultation
with the Council of Presidents, and the Faculty Advisory Com-
mission, shall establish a System-wide Task Force on Teacher
Education and Laboratory Schools, including among others,
faculty, students, and administrators, to develop recommenda-
tions with respect to the future of both teacher education pro-
grams and laboratory schools in the State College System. Such
recommendations shall be submitted by the Provost to the Long-
Range Planning Committee and the Educational Affairs Com-
mittee through the Council of Presidents by September 1, 1974,

Action Program: Integrative Curricular Models

By May 1, 1974, each college President, after a campus study,
involving faculty, students, and administrators, shall submit to
the Long-Range Planning Committee and to the Educational
Affairs Committee the results of an examination of those ele-
ments of the curriculum presently functioning and proposed for
the future, which arc designed to integrate the liberal arts and
humanities with career preparation programs. These Trustee
Committees are as interested in the efforts of individual campus
curriculum committees now underway as they are in plans to
deal with present and anticipated difficulties in integrating
specialized career programs with the benefits of genuine liberal
education.
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Rationale for Action: Integrative Curricular Models

As the State Colleges continue to move from their original status
as single purpose institutions to a role of preparing students for
a variety of careers, it is important to adjust some liberal arts and
humanities offerings to meet the special interests and needs of
differing groups of students. Not only does each institution with
its appropriate mechanisms for curricular uevelopment face this
challenge, but the System as a whole faces the need for a method
to guarantee that the developing career programs do not become
isolated from the counter-balance of liberal education,

The need of the System is not for one liberal arts or humanities
curriculum predesigned to fit all anticipated vocational needs.
What is needed is a System-wide response to the several diverse
ways of bringing liberal education into effective relationships
with career preparation.

What has been done with considerable impact in designing a
philosophy of education for prospective teachers, is now appro-
priate in the design of educational programs which meet the
needs of prospective businessmen, engineers, health professionals
and computer scientists. Such future professionals have no less
a need for an opportunity to examine to the fullest the human
significance, both personal and social, of their chosen careers.

The campus based examination here called for is not intended to
produce a universally applicable curricular model to be imposed
upon all institutions. The thrust is to hold each institution
responsible for bringing together students, faculty, and adminis-
trators in a common effort to develop opportunities for students
to explore the human and social implication of their careers and
to examine such profound and relevant questions as the inevita-
bility of change. the management of the future, the value and
uses of leisure, the present stage 'n cultural evolution and the
demands of ecological balance. Such legitimate concerns might
be addressed by any one discipline or be a cooperative effort
involving a number of disciplines.

The adaptation of some liberal arts and humanities courses to
meet this special emerging need should not be allowed to under-
mine those existing liberal arts and humanities programs which
are of proven quality.
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Action Program: Departmental Conferences

Beginning in the academic year 1973-1974, a series of System-
wide conferences of the members of related disciplines will be
convened in order to facilitate communication among them on
matters of mutual interest and System-wide importance.

Rationale for Action: Departmental Conferences

As the individual State Colleges continue to plan and organize
to achieve improved communication and cooperation, it is
important to recognize the central role to be played by academic
departments. Within the State College System the divisions or
departments structured around a particular science or discipline
form the fundamental collegiate unit. It is the Department which
usually develops curriculum, recommends faculty, and provides
the basic orientation for students to assure their personal and
professional growth. Nevertheless, other potential organizational
arrangements might profitably be considered as knowledge
continues to expand across disciplinary lines. Because of the
pressures for change being exerted upon so many disciplines
today, the need for communication across departmental and
institutional lines assumes a position of high priority within the
State College System. For this reason, each of the institutions
might welt profit from a series of conferences for the faculties
within and among the various intellectual disciplines so that they
might share their perception of the present condition of their
discipline. Such conferences should consider, for example, the
state of student interest, career projections, new theoretical and
pedagogical developments, the potential for interdisciplinary
cooperation, and the institutional role and social value of such
studies as social sciences, physical sciences, life sciences, the
humanities, modern languages, technology, the arts and others,

It is the objective of this "Agenda for Renewal" to stimulate the
strongest initiative on the part of faculties to estimate and cope
with their respective long-range problems. Such conferences can
he expected to result in realistic curriculum reform, and also
provide an opportunity for faculties to develop and redirect their
individual talents. Thus, during the 1973-1974 academic year,
the Provost, following consultation with the Council of Presidents
and the Faculty Advisory Commission, shall be authorized, on be-
half of the Board, to provide the opportunity for such conferences.
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Graduate Education

Action Program: Graduate Education Projects

By September I, 1974, the President of each college shall submit
a progress report to the Long-Range Planning Committee with
respect to the following objectives:

1. The establishment of graduate faculties, using standards
set by the Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States.

2. The establishment of graduate councils.

3. The establishment of departmental graduate committees.

4. The appointment (where appropriate) of a full-time dean
of the graduate school, as well as providing him or her
with the necessary supporting staff.

5. The establishment of an academic advising system for
graduate students.

6. The acceptance of as many graduate students as possible
into some regular day classes.

7. The re-examination of standards used for such processes
as admission and retention.

8. The consolidation, where feasible, of present degree
programs ( e.g., elementary school administration and
secondary school administration might be incorporated
into one program of school administration).

Rationale for Action: Graduate Education Projects

The existence of strong graduate programs is generally taken to
be a reliable index of the maturity and quality of an educational
institution. The dimension of graduate study gives a focal point
for further study, community service, intellectual enrichment,
some research capability, and pride in the college. Indeed, it is
no accident that excellent undergraduate education is often found
in those institutions with strong graduate components.

Graduate programs, when properly conceived and executed,
stimulate the improvement of undergraduate education. Colleges
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offering strong graduate programs are in a position to hire and
retain highly qualified faculty. A college's reputation for excel-
lence in the area of graduate work also attracts undergraduate
students of high quality.

With the exception of the Maritime Academy, all of the State
Colleges are actively engaged in offering a wide variety of
graduate programs ( most lead to a degree in professional
education). in the main, graduate programs are not funded by
the State; generally they are self-supporting programs whose only
source of revenue is student fees.

Graduate education in the Massachusetts State College System
has received careful consideration in a number of studies since
1970. As it is now organized and funded, it presents a variety of
problems the foremost of which is the future of its accreditation
status. Regional and national accrediting agencies have recently
registered serious concern about the quality and organization of
graduate education at several of the State Colleges.

Although most of the problems connected with graduate educa-
tion are financially related, there are some which can he alleviated
with little or no cost. These are outlined in the above stated action
program ( 1-8). On April 4, 1973, the Board of Trustees
approved the following joint recommendation of the Council of
Presidents and the Task Force on Graduate Education:

"That the following steps he taken as appropriate at the
individual campuses to immediately improve the quality of our
graduate programs, and thus assure accrediting agencies that
we are moving in the right direction,"

Note: the steps referred to are objectives 1-8 of Action Program
titled. "Graduate Education Projects.")

Surly Program: Graduate Education Task Force

By January 15. 1974. the Provost, after consultation with the
Council of Presidents and the Faculty Advisory Commission,
shall establish a System-wide Task Force on Graduate Education,
which will include. among others. faculty, students and admin-

1 istrators to make recommendations with respect to:
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1. The funding of graduate education;

2. The assignment of special graduate education missions to
certain institutions ( e.g., graduate center/consortia);

The development of new degree credit opportunities to
meet the shifting interests and needs of graduate students
and employers, and other such recommendations designed
to improve the quality and delivery of graduate education.

3.

These Task Force recommendations shall be submitted by the
Provost to the Long-Range Planning Committee through the
Council of Presidents by June 1,1974.

Rationale for Action: Graduate Education Task Force

Under provisions of the Willis-Harrington Act, the Board of
Trustees is required to provide programs in graduate education
up to the level of the master's degree. At a time when the
accreditation of such programs is being critically studied, a
central issue affecting the future of graduate education within
the State College System is the method of its funding. In order,
therefore, to explore the feasibility of funding through state
appropriations, among other options, the Board intends to
establish by December I , 1 973, a special ad hoc committee of
trustees, including the Provost, to meet immediately with
members of the legislature, the Secretary of Educational Affairs.
and other appropriate representatives of the higher education
community.

If graduate education is funded, it will not be possible for each
college to offer all of their current majors or programs. The Task
Force on Graduate Education provided several models for
graduate centers/consortia. On the other hand, it has been
suggested that instead of graduate centers, each college should
be allowed to offer graduate education in accordance with its
strengths and the needs of its region this would necessitate
eliminating certain majors at each college. Thus a study is needed
to determine whether graduate centers/consortia should be
implemented or whether each college should be allowed to offer
its own program.

A graduate needs assessment/market study is necessary, and
ought to be conducted cooperatively with the Board of Higher
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Education and the 01 lice of the Secretary of Educational Affairs.
The study sample should include professional educators
( teachers, administrators, etc.) as well as industry. The results
will help each college ( or graduate center if the consortia plan is
implemented ) determine: ( a) which current areas/majors they
should expand, cut hack, or eliminate; and (h) what new areas
or programs they should implement in order to meet the shifting
interests and needs of both graduatc students and potential
employers.

ut
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Continuing Education and Community Service

If the State Colleges have discerned their mission in the area of
traditional, campus-based, on-going, course-for-credit post
secondary education, they have only recently begun to under-
stand fully what the new wave of the future in higher education
is, and will continue to be throughout the 1970's and 1980's.
That new wave is best described by a phrase used by the Carnegie
Commission: "less time, more options."'

All of the institutions in the Massachusetts State College System
must, as a matter of high priority, devote attention to the
implementation of new efforts like those outlined in the Carnegie
Commission's recommendations with respect to "less time, more
options." (A summary of these recommendations appears in
this report as Appendix I. )

Action Program: Continuing Education

1. Effective July 1, 1974, and building on the Harcleroad-
Armstrong study of Continuing Education in the State
College System and the 1973 Study by George Nolfi
called "Strengthening The Alternative Post-Secondary
Education (=ystem." there shall be further developed an
integrated Continuing Education program for the Massa-
chusetts State College System with all program and budg-
etary coordination in the Office of the Provost.

2. Effective July 1, 1974, each institution under the juris-
diction of the Board of Trustees of State Colleges shall
establish from appropriated funds a position of Dean (or
Director) of Continuing Education, full-time or part-
time, as each institution's needs warrant, responsible to
each President respectively, or his 'le:;ignee, and sup-
ported by Commonwealth appropriated funds. Together
with a representative of the Provost, the campus Deans
(or Directors) of Continuing Education shA comprise
the Council of Presidents' Task Force on Continuing
Education.

3. Effective no later than May 1. 1974. the Board of
Trustees of State Colleges shall have reviewed once again

(Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Less Time. More Options: Educa-
tion Beyond the High 5chool (New Jersey: McGraw -Hill, i971). pp. 13-24.
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the pattern of financing graduate and continuing educa
Lion and shall have adopted policy recommendations, to
be proposed by the Provost with the advice of the Council
of Presidents, to fund graduate and continuing educa-
tion for the Massachusetts State College System for the
period 1975-1980. The development of such proposals
will continue to be, as now. under the joint jurisdiction of
the Board of Trustees Committees on Finance and Edu-
cational Affairs, and subject to review by these commit-
tees and the Long-Range Planning Committee.

4. Already committed to the idea of an "open university"
for the Commonwealth, the Board of Trustees must have
in hand by no later than May 1, 1974, an evaluation of
the "pilot programs" authorized by the Board in June,
1972. Accordingly, the Provost is instructed to have a
complete evaluation of these "pilot programs" conducted
by a qualified outside agency and a report in the hands of
the Trustees for consideration by the Board's May, 1974,
meeting. Such evaluation should indicate how the Massa-
chusetts State College System "pilot programs" can best
be integrated with the projected Open University of the
Commonwealth.

Action Program: Community Service

All public post-secondary institution;; have a responsibility in the
field of comm Unity service which is a counterpart to resident
instruction. To improve the capacity of the State College System
to expand its range of community service programs, the Board of
Trustees of State Colleges shall take the following actions:

1. Make certain that a top-ranking administrative officer at
each State College has as his or her primary responsibility
the development and promotion of community service
programs. whether they are offered for credit or not.

2. Require a status report to the Provost each June 1st, from
the President of each of the State Colleges, as part of the
President's annual report. conce:riing development of
programs in the community service area, with the under-
standing that faculty members may be given consideration
for promotion in academic rank for effective participation
in such programs, whether they are offered for credit or
or not. The Provost shall share this report on an informal
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basis with the Long-Range Planning Committee, Council
of Presidents, Faculty Advisory Commission, and the
Student Advisory Commission.

Establish a Community Service Commission, under the
aegis of the Massachusetts State College System. The
Commission shall include participants from all of the
colleges under the jurisdiction of the Board, as well as
from the alumni and other interested members of the
community. It shall meet semi-annually with the purpose
of recommending to the Trustees and to the Common-
wealth needed new programs in the field of community
service, with additional recommendations as to the
sources of funding of such programs. The Provost shall be
responsible for proposing the organization and format of
the Community Service Commission during the 1973 -
1974 academic year, after consultation with the Council
of Presidents, the Faculty Advisory Commission, and the
Association of Massachusetts State College Alumni.

In order to fulfill its commitment to the people of Massachusetts,
and to implement its own goal #4 set forth on page 6, the Board
of Trustees shall implement the following programs to assure the
highest quality of teaching by attracting and retaining within the
State College System a vigorous and imaginative teaching faculty.

Action Program: Professional Development of Faculty

A. Individual Faculty Initiated Projects

FtTective May l , 1974, full-time faculty members within
the State College System may apply for reduction of their
teaching duties in order to undertake an approved project
of scholarly merit, of research, of independent study, or of
service to the campus or the community, provided such
undertakings are related to the teaching mission of the
college, the learning needs of the students and the profes-
sional development of faculty. The procedures to be used
in applying for this reduction in teaching load shall be
developed by each campus and submitted by the President
to the Long-Range Planning Committee and the Personnel
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Committee for review and approval by March 1, 1974. See
Appendix ( for one set of suggested procedures.

B. Faculty Internships

Effective September I, 1974, there shall be established in
the Central Mice the position of "Research Associate in
Academic Planning" to which the Provost shall appoint a
member of the State College faculty on either a one-semester
or one-year internship basis. The Provost shall select this
faculty member after eon "ration wiih the Council of
Presidents and the Faculty Advisory Commission.

C. Faculty Exchange Program

By January 15, 1974, the Provost, after consultation with
the Council of Presidents and the Faculty Advisory Com-
mission, shall establish a System-wide Task Force on
Faculty Exchange Program. This Task Force will include,
among others, faculty, students, and administrators. The
purpose of the exchange program shall he to provide new
means for State College faculty members to teach courses
in their specialties at other State Colleges where the need
of students and the System can be better served as a result.
The report and recommendations of this Task Force shall
be submitted by the Provost to the Long-Range Planning
Committc,s and the Personnel Committee through the
Council of Presidents by September 1, 1974.

Rationale for Action; Professional Development of Faculty

Teaching is the pi imary mission of the State College System.
Placing the instructional process at the center of the learning
experience in no way, however, diminishes the importance of
scholarship, research, and service to the community as integral
components of this primary mission. The question is one of
fundamental priorities: for the State Colleges, research and
service must he supportive of the teaching function, and aim to
enrich the learning experience of the student while simultaneously
contributing to the t: development of the faculty.

So firm a commitment to teaching, however, requires an equally
determined policy of continuing to seek for the State College
System a strong professional faculty dedicated to excellence in
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teaching and service to the student. Moreover, the Board of
Trustees recognizes that, as a corollary, the State Colleges will
be better able to retain vigorous and imaginative teaching faculty
if opportunities are provided for intellectual growth and self-
renewal through various options for professional development.
In this climate of high oxnectations. the student becomes the
primary beneficiary.

It is imperative, therefore, to continue to foster and strengthen
the quality of professional life within the State College System,
and thereby to enhance the contributions of its faculty. It is this
commitment that forms the basis for the following actions taken
by the Board:

A. Individual Faculty Initiated Protects

At the present time the Board of Ti ustees' policy on sab-
batical leave constitutes the principal means available to
faculty for enriching their professional life through inde-
pendent study and research. As a complement to this policy,
the Board now affirms its intent to make available on each
campus a process for reducing teaching assignments so that
an additional number of faculty members each year might
undertake an approved educational project.

B. ['acuity internships

The 13oard of Trustees recognizes the rich educational and
academic background of the State College faculty. In order
to open additional avenues for faculty contribution to the
State College System and to expand opportunities for faculty
involvement in academic planning and program develop-
ment at the System level, a new position shall be established
in the Central Office of "Research Associate in Academic
Planning." The Provost shall select the candidate for this
internship from among State College faculty after consulta-
tion with the Council of PFesidents and the Faculty Advisory
Commission.

C. faculty Exchange Program

The variety of instructional skiiis possessed by the teaching
faculty of the State College System represents a valuable
State-wide resource. Geography, however. often makes
access to these skills impossible for students who are unable
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to travel long distances. To reduce the impact of such
barriers, a System-wide Task Force on Faculty Exchange
Program shall he formed to design a faculty exchange pro-
gram to make available to other institutions within the
System the special instructional ca?abilities of faculty
members. Such a program shall preserve the status and
rights of faculty members on their own campuses.

Actkm Program: Faculty Evaluation

By March 1, 1974, each college President, after campus study
involving faculty, students, and administrators, shall submit to
the Long-Range Planning Committee and to the Board's Per-
sonnel Committee a description of the campus faculty evaluation
process. This process shall seek to assure: ( a) significant peer
judgment; ( b) opportunity for student evaluation of teaching
performance both through departmental committees and through
student government evaluations conducted independently from
other formal evaluation procedures; (c) evidence of teaching
effectiveness through such means as classroom observation, by
Chairmen and other colleagues, public lectures, etc.; (d) the
right of the candidate's access to both evaluating committees and
evaluation materials; (e) adoption of dcar evaluation criteria
focused on the effectiveness of teaching and based on the Board's
pci sonnet policy; (f) a provision precluding the submission of
anonymous evaluation by peers: and (g) delineation of the
conunittee structures for faculty and student participation in
evaluation, and of the final decision-making rote of the President
and the Board in all personnel matters.

Rationale for Action: Faculty Evaluation

In American higher education the concept of meritorious per-
formance is a key component of any system which attempts to
assess the professional contribution of faculty. But since it is
difficult to measure objectively the end products of teaching and
scholarship, most systems of faculty evaluation have relied
heavily on peer judgment in both applying and regulating the
standards of performance. Within the State College System, too,
the principles of meritorious performance and evaluation by peer

Co judgment have become fundamental starting points. Indeed, with
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the advent of collective bargaining on many of the State College
campuses in 1970, these evaluation processes have become key
components of contract pr,visions related to the professional
conditions of faculty employment. It is in the interest of both the
faculty and the institutions to continue to develop on each

basic structures and uniform principles of evaluation, and to
this end a basic format for evaluation is being required by this
"Agenda for Renewal" for each State College.

Study Program: Task Force on Tenure

13y January 15, 1974, the Provost, after consultation with the
Council of Presidents and the Faculty Advisory Commission,
shall establish a System-wide Task Force on Tenure, which will
include, among others, faculty, students, and administrators to
study the future of tenure within the System and die Board's
tenure policies, and to develop recommendations concerning this
major issue. The Provost shall submit the recommendations of the
Task Force through the Long-Range Planning Committee to the
Board's Personnel Committee by September 1, 1974.

Rationale for Action: Task Force on Tenure

The roots of tenure in this country stem historically fro m i1
widely recognized need to protect and preserve academic free-
dom. At many institutions, tenure is still considered a necessary
inducement to attract superior faculty, while at others it is per-
ceived more as a safeguard of job security than as a device for
protecting the rights of all faculty to teach in a climate of
freedom.

At present when the job market for faculty in many disciplines is
shrinking, and faculty are less mobile than before, colleges and
universities are legitimately concerned about the problems of
becoming too "tenured-in." The Massachusetts State College
System is no exception.

At the end of the 1972-73 academic year, 52 percent of the !,861i
faculty in the State College System were tenured. Among the
eleven institutions, Boston State College, the largest, is the most
seriously affected with 64 percent of its total faculty of 321 on
tenure as of the spring semester, 1973 The least tenured faculty
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is at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, the smallest institu-
tion, with 27 percent of the total of 33 faculty members now on
tenure. Most of the other eleven institutions, including Bridge-
water, Framingham, Salem. Westfield, and Worcester have over
50 percent of their faculty currently on tenure.

Over the past five years there has been a steady increase at all
eleven colleges in the number of tenured faculty, and the trend
line for the future indicates that, without the imposition of some
reasonable restraint, many of the State Colleges will be virtually
100 percent tenured by die close of the decade.

What is at stake for the future of the State College System, there-
fore, is the ability to retain institutional responsiveness and flex-
ibility. Thus, consideration must be given by the Task Force
both to the clear need of the System to retain the ability to grow
and innovate, and the legitimate interests of the faculty and the
Board of Trustees in protecting academic freedom.

In order to fulfill its commitment to the people of Massachusetts,
and to implement its own goal #9 set forth on page 7, the Board
of Trustees shall implement the following action programs to
encourage ilmovation and to expand learning options for
students.

Action Program: Commonwealth Learning Centers

By May 1, 1974, the Provost, after consultation with the Council
of Presidents and the Faculty and Student Advisory Commis-
sions shall submit to the Long-Range Planning Committee
recommendations to establish one or more Commonwealth
Learning Centers. These recommendations shall include a pro-
posal for the central location for such a collaborative effort and
for its organization including staff' and funding needs.

Rationale for Action: Commonwealth Learning Centers

The individual State Colleges face many difficulties in adapting
to rapid and profoundly significant changes in programs,
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methods. the demands of vocation, the structures of governance,
social priorities and in their relationship to the other segments
of higher education, public and private. In order to facilitate a
sharing of these concerns and to provide organizational structure
and support for a collaborative effort in examining and experi-
menting with possible solutions to these and other pressing prob-
lems, the Provost is charged with initiating some specific center
or centers.

The establishment of these centers will take into account hazards
experienced at some institutions where such organizational
structures have tended to undermine departmental strengths, to
divert funds from campus needs and to dissipate academic talent.
The collaborative efforts here called for can benefit from nation-
wide experience and thus make a significant contribution, not
only to each college as an auto winous learning center but also to
the State College System. This can be accomplished by pooling
resources and coordinating research and experimentation where
common concern warrants it and by generating special funding
from public and other sources.

The types of centers or collaborative endeavors, their eventual
structure, location, mission and scope will evolve in time and will
vary with need. It is here suggested that they take the form and
character of the following models which deserve a certain initial
consideration.

1. The Commonwealth Center for Public Policy and
Public Service

An informed and involved citizenry requires an appreciation
of American political and constitutional processes. This
Center would therefore seek to promote the widest possible
range of interfaces between the daily lives of the citizens of
Massachusetts and the ongoing social processes by which
their lives are alfe,tted and enriched.

This can be accomplished in several ways. The Center could
serve as a focus for the new public service career programs
which the State College System is simultaneously creating.
Thus it could serve to stimulate an informed interest in
public service career opportunities throughout the Common-
wealth. In addition, the resources of this Center could be
made available to the public directly through the creation of
learning packages and other learning instruments. More-
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over, it should attract the involvement of members of the
executive, judicial and legislative branches of government in
the work of the Center. Thus, the State College System
through this Center ought to fulfill its role not only to edu-
cate those students who are in fact enrolled in courses of
study within the System. but also to offer its educational
resources to the citizens of Massachusetts in a more i-i,,neral
and comprehensive way. This Center would be expected to
become a major step toward building a bridge between the
institutionalized resources of public higher education and
the public at large.

2. The Commonwealth Center for Learning Alternatives

This Center might be of primary importance as the State
College System moves ahead with its plans to continually
update its overall policies and programs. Faculty and stu-
dents working in this Center can research and experiment
with the very latest possibilities in learning theory and
pedagogical method, and can then make their findings
available to all of the institutional components of the State
College System. In this way, the change process can be
buttressed by carefully documented findings, so that learn-
ing alternatives are offered throughout the System which
reflect the best and most advanced thinking which is
available.

This process can work at two levels, At one level, this Center
can provide an ongoing now of information and documenta-
tion regarding the utility of various learning alternatives
which are relevant to educational institutions at the primary
and secondary levels. This data can be shared both with the
Education Departments of the various State Colleges, with
the school systems throughout Massachusetts, and with the
Commissioner of Education. At another level. this Center
can provide documentation regarding the utility of learning
alternatives which might lend themselves to adoption
throughout the State Colleges.

The Commonwealth Center for Educational Change

This Center is intended to provide faculty and students with
starting point for exploring new educational directions.

and for promoting educational change related to the inter-
ests and needs of State College students.
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Within this context, attention could be focused on such
significant approaches to learning as the study of the his-
torical development of ideas, or the critical problems of
mankind. Either approach, or others like them, could pro-
vide opportunities for students to evaluate and understand
the meaning of change in modern society by appreciation of
the socio-economic, cultural, and political forces that influ-
ence it. Hence, this Center should serve as a resource point
for the creation of, and experimentation with, curricular
materials to support allied study areas throughout the State
College System in such cognate fields as philosophy,
sociology, and political science.

At the same time this Center should encourage faculty and
students to study a wide range of areas in which innovation is
desirable including, among others, a study of new formats
for the academic calendar; new techniques for evaluating
student performance and achievement; the possibility of
shortening ( or lengthening) the traditional 4 year commit-
ment to earning the bachelor's degree, including liberalized
arrangements for delayed admissions and for "stop out";
more flexible arrangements for student involvement in deter-
mining their own program of study; the development of new
applications of media and technology to learning; and such
alternative degrees as the Bachelor of Liberal Studies or
General Studies.

It is intended that opportunities be provided within this Cen-
ter for an examination of future social and economic trends
and their impact on the State Colleges and the needs of stu-
dents. It is now apparent that society is in the midst of
fundamental changes. In the near future, basic social, envi-
ronmental, and political decisions will have to be made
which will affect the future of our national and regional life.
Already, the impact of environmental and other concerns
upon the existing social and political orders is apparent;
and. as the nation and the Commonwealth move into the
last quarter of the 20th Century, increasing awareness must
be achieved at all levels of society of the meaning and
desirability of the various social options which arc available
and of their applicability to the educational process of the
Massachusetts State College System. It intended that
such "future studies" find a focus under the comprehensive
aegis of the Center for Educational Change.
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Action Program: Alternative Genoa! Educ.ation Programs

13y December 1, 1973, each college President shall designate, in
accordance with campus governance procedures, a committee of
faculty, students, and administrators charged with the respon-
sibility to examine the relationship between General Education
requirements am' the needs of students in the following areas of
concentration:

I. liberal arts and sciences
2. teacher education
3. other professional car,:ci. preparations

The resultant recommendations shall be submitted by the college
President to the Provost by November 1, 1974, for review by the
Long-Range Planning Committee and the Educational Affairs
Committee.

Rationale for Action: Alternative General Education Programs

The campus committees called for are asked to recommend the
appropriate institutional method for providing general education
programs which effectively meet the needs of students with those
specific career interests which are new to the college or pose par-
ticular problems. The intent of this examination is not to com-
promise the genuine character of general education which
enables a sindent to see beyond the narrow confines of a particu-
lar vocation and which provides him or her with the basic tools
of clear thought and communication, but rather to seek ways in
which to guarantee that such programs do indeed accomplish
their objectives.

Naturally each institution ought to undertake a constant review
of its general education and all other requirements. Yet the chal-
lenges created by the present state of flux in higher education
requir: each College, individually and as a component of a
State System, to respond to a State-wide variety of expectations
and problems. It is to be expected that each College will identify
its own unique difficulties and solutions in adapting general
education requirements to new challenges so that the State Sys-
tem itself might offer to prospective students a variety of realistic
and helpful alternatives. It is also expected that each College
would examine alternative methods of stimulating students to
participate more directly in the design of their own general
education programs.
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l'he Planning and
A pm.ol al of few 1)egree
Programs and Nlajors

Inter-Institutional
and Inter-Segmental
Cooperation

17

Guidelines for Growth

Under existing Trustee policy, State Colleges arc required to
obtain authorization from the Board in order to plan or imple-
ment a new degree program or new major at the undergraduate
or graduate level. The guidelines set forth in Appendix D shall be
used for requesting such authorization. They are based upon a
limited modification of the existing format used by the Board's
Committee on Educational Affairs and arc divided into two cat-
egories: guidelines for requesting planning approval, and guide-
lines for requesting program approval. Authorization at the first
stage shall be granted by the Provost and shall permit the College
to design the program for submission to the Committee On Edu-
cational Affairs. Authorization ut the second stage shall permit
the College to implement the program upon the recommendation
of the Committee on Educational Affairs, and the approval of
the Board of Trustees of State Colleges, and the Board of
Higher Education.

Progress has been made in recent years toward inter-institutional
cooperation within the Massachusetts State College System, and
also toward inter-segmental cooperation among the Massachu-
setts Sf.,t, Conummity College, and University Systems.

However, within the framework of the programmatic and budge-
tary constraints facing the Commonwealth, the tempo of cooper-
ation must be accelerated. Toward that end, the Trustees shall:

1. Seek continuing meetings with representatives of the Boards
of Trustees of the other public systems and/or institutions
in the Commonwealth, and join in sponsoring an annual
meeting of all trustees of public post-secondary institutions.

2. Seek annual public reports from the Executive Officer of the
Board ( the Provost of the Massachusetts State College Sys-
tem) with respect to cooperative efforts being made among
the several public systems of higher education, together with
recominendations for actions by the Board of Trustees of
State Colleges in specific program areas that lend themselves
to cooperative programming (e.g., nursing and the allied
health professions).

3. Expect all institutions within the Massachusetts State Col-
lege System to share al! information relevant to program
development and to report semi-annually on cooperative
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efforts underway both within the System and among public
segments, as well as between public and non-public sectors.

4. Do whatever is necessary to encourage faculty and student
exchanges among the institutions within the Massachusetts
State College System, as well as among the State Colleges
and other public and private institutions within and outside
the Commonwealth. Toward this end, the Trustees shall
reaffirm their commitment to the work of the New England
Board of Higher Education, particularly with respect to
inter-institutional cooperation, and instruct the Provost to
do whatever is needed to strengthen New England Board of
Higher Education's role as coordinator of higher education
in the New England region.

5. File legislation that seeks to amend the Willis-Harrington
Act to remove the "voting representatives" from the Board
of Higher Education, in order that the segmental voices on
the Board of Higher Education be advisory, non-voting
only. The Board of Higher Education would then function
as a truly independent, coordinating voice for public higher
education in the Commonwealth, without the anomaly of
segmental voting representation.

6. Recommend to the Secretary of Educational Affairs that the
Governor call an annual meeting of all Trustees of public
institutions to discuss problems of policy in higher educa-
tion, with the report of such a meeting to be disseminated
publicly throughout the Commonwealth.

7. Work cooperatively with other public boards to meet with
representatives of the Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities of Massachusetts to discuss periodically the
problems of mutual concern to the public and private sectors
of higher education.

The Budget The Budget:
and the Buildings

.c?

During the past ten years, the operating budget of the State Col-
lege System has increased from 11.6 million dollars in fiscal
1964-65, to 56 million dollars in fiscal 1973-74. In that same
period over 167 million dollars has been provided to the System
for capital improvements. Campus acreage has more than
doubled from slightly over 300 acres to more than 775 acres.
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Some 33.1 million dollars have been spent on the construction of
15 dormitories by the Massachusetts State College Building
Authority providing living accommodations for over live thou-
sand students. Faculty salaries have increased from an average
8900 dollars per year to over 15,000 dollars per year. Total per-
sonnel has nearly tripled from 1392 to over 3800.

During the same period of time the State College System has
been able to admit 19,000 additional full-time students, an
increase of over 150 percent. Scholarship assistance to needy
students has expanded from a mete 14,000 dollars to over three
million dollars. The program of Continuing Education has .

experienced a student enrollment growth from 23,681 to over
50,000 while operating budgets have risen from one million to
4.5 million dollars.

In 1965 the Commission which recommended the Willis-
Harrington legislation projected full-time enrollments for the
Massachusetts State College System for the Fall of 1973 to be
21,975 students. Full-time enrollments as of Fall, 1973, were
nearly 45 percent greater than that projected figure.

Another study by the Board of Higher Education in 1967
projected there would be a total of 75,000 full and part-time
students in the System by 1980. Today, there are already over
80,000 full and part-time students enrolled in the State Colleges.

Nevertheless. this level of enrollment and financial growth can-
not be taken for granted in the future without greater public
understanding of the objectives of the State College System. An
important key to this improved understanding lies in the current
effort being made to develop a programmatic budgeting system
for the State College System, It is expected that this modern
budgeting system will be fully operational in five years; its essen-
tial components, however, are even now being used to develop
the budget requests for fiscal year 1974-75. This system will per-
mit the Board to manage its available resources more effectively,
and will insure greater accountability to the Governor, the Legis-
lature, and the people of Massachusetts.

While working toward the goal of better management, the State
College System will continue to review all budget requests in
accordance with a procedure that involves Trustees, Central
Office staffond the individual colleges.-This procedure requires
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all colleges to prepare annual budget requests on the basis of
institutional priorities which in turn become the focus of careful
examination by the Trustees prior to any budget submission
whether to the Board of higher Education, the Secretary of
Educational Affairs or the Governor.

Although the State College System has experienced financial
growth in many areas in recent years, support from federal and
private sources has noticeably lagged. Moreover, graduate edu-
cation, mandated by Chapter 73 of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth, has never been funded by state appropriations,
Instead, master's degree programs offered by the State Colleges
are supported by student tuition.

It is clear that the cost of instruction and the level of enrollments
within the State College System will not lessen in the years
ahead. if enrollments grow at a rate no larger than five percent
a year, as compared to the fifteen percent annual increase during
the past ten years, full-time enrollments, not including Continu-
ing Education, will increase to 42,000 students by 1980. Sim-
ilarly, if per student appropriations increase by five pet cent
annually, annual operating budgets for the State College System
will exceed 100,000,000 dollars by 1980. A less conservative
forecast was made by the Physical Facilities Master Plan for the
Massachusetts State College System in 1968 when it projected
47,000 students by 1980. Assuming a 5 percent annual increase
in per student appropriations, the operating budget would
approximate 160,000,000 dollars by that same year an
increase over current operating budgets of 190 percent. In com-
parison, the operating budget for fiscal year 1972-1973 is 125
percent greater thin the budget six years ago.

The Buildings:

The rapid increase in the number of State College facilities, like
the growth of the budget, is another reflection of the overall trend
toward expansion which characterized the late 1960's. Construc-
tion during the last decade has placed new libraries on ten of the
eleven campuses; in the same period nine science buildings, six
academic buildings, and eighteen general purpose buildings have
been constructed. It is anticipated that for this decade, however,
new facilities will not be built at the same rapid pace Ls in the
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past due to current fiscal restraints and the forecast of a possible
leveling off of enrollment. The Physical Facilities Master Plan
developed in 1968 indicated an enrollment of 47,000 full-time
students for the State College System by 1980. Facilities existing
and presently under construction will provide space for 35,000
students during the next three years approximately 5,000 more
than the current 30,000 full-time students enrolled throughout
the State College System.

Using the national standards of 135 square feet per student, the
additional space anticipated to meet the 1980 enrollment level of
47,000 students is an area of 1,620,000 square feet throughout
the State College System. It should be noted at this time that
although the original 1968 Facilities Plan indicated that two new
State Colleges should also be on line by 1972, no current pro-
gram is underway to acquire new sites for this purpose.

Consistent with the Trustees' commitment to expand educational
opportunities for an increasing number of the State's citizens, the
Long-Range Planning Committee concurs with the Board's
Committee on Buildings and Grounds in its intention to perform
an immediate study of the capital outlay needs of the State Col-
lege System projected t 1980. It is also imperative that future
capital outlay projects that are finally approved by the Buildings
and Grounds Committee carry with them the most detailed pro-
gram information and even greater justification than has been
the practice in the past if they are to compete successfully for sup-
port in the State's increasingly austere fiscal climate. With the
expressed goal, therefore, of evaluating alternatives for enhanc-
ing the use of present facilities, the Committee on Buildings and
Grounds has given high priority to preparing an inventory of all
buildings, existing and under construction. At the same time, the
Committee will thoroughly study space utilization, and recom-
mend ways to improve the use of space to the Committee on
Educational Affairs.

Another trend must be noted. The amount of land adjacent to
the colleges that might be reasonably acquired and developed for
new facilities within economic bounds has become progressively
scarce. Two colleges have successfully solved the problem by
acquiring land some distance from the college and developing a
satellite campus. It is important now that uniform guidelines be
prepared to facilitate the ability of the State College System to
acquire such properties when similar opportunities arise.
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In addition, there are several dormitories on the various cam-
puses which were originally constructed by the State of Massa-
chusetts and whose operation is financed under the regular col-
lege budget. Studies have been prepared indicating that it would
be beneficial to resident students to transfer these dormitories
to the State College Building Authority. The Long-Range Plan-
ning Committee recommends that the Board of Trustees con-
tinue to seek ways to attain such transfer.

Moreover, the rapid growth of student enrollments and the con-
struction of physical facilities to accommodate that growth have
greatly outpaced the expansion of parking facilities. The short-
age of parking has precipitated very severe hardships on the com-
munities adjacent to the college campuses as students park on the
streets in the area. Most streets are not designed for this type of
use and therefore, particularly during snow conditions, traffic and
emergency vehicles find it most difficult to maneuver, The Com-
mittee on Long-Range Planning recommends that the Commit-
tee on Buildings and Grounds study the unique parking problems
at each campus and develop both immediate and long term solu-
tions to the problems, and that the Board express through its
budget request the serious nature of the "automotive strangula-
tion" now being experienced.

/1111-_
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Summary of Action
Programs (111(1 Tusk
Forces by Category

Summary of Action Programs

Expanding Access

I. Transfer Access

2. Outreach

3, Communication with Secondary Schools

Quality of Learning

Undergraduate:

1. Report on Liberal Arts and Sciences Ot Terings

2. Academic Credit for Practicum Experience

3. Report on Counseling Services

4. Approval of New Degree Programs and Majors

5. Task Force on leacher Education and Laboratory Schools

6. Integrative Curricular Models

7. Departmental Conferences

Graduate:

8. Graduate Education Projects

9. Graduate Education Task Force

Continuing Education and Community Service:

10. System-wide Continuing Education Program

11. Establish Campus Dean/ Director of Continuing Education

12. Review of Continuing Education and Graduate Education Financing

13. Evaluation of All Pilot Open University Programs

14, Community Service Administrator

15. Report on Development of Community Service Programs

lb. Community Service Commission

Strengthening Teaching

1. Professional Development of Faculty:
a) Individual Faculty Initiated Projects
b) Faculty Internships
c) Faculty Exchange Program

2. Faculty Evaluation

3. Task Force on [enure

Learning Alternatives

I. Commonwealth Learning Centers

2. Alternative General Education Programs



Implernentathm Schedule for Action Programs and Task Forces

Action PrIgrams: 1973

pg. 12/1

Transfer Access 31

Outreach 32

Communication Stith Secondary Schools 34

Report on 1.iberal Arts and Sciences Offerings 35

Academie Credit for Practieum Experience 36

Irk.segrative Curricular Models 37

Graduate Education Projects

System-wide Continuing Education Program

41

45

Establish Campus Dean for Director) of Continuing Education 45

Review of Continuing and Graduate Education Financing 45

Evaluation of all Pilot "Open University" Programs 46

Community Service 46

Individual Faculty Initiated Projects 49

Faculty Internships 49

Faculty Evaluation 50

Alternative General Education Programs 52

Study Programs:

Task Force on Teacher Education and Laboratory Schools 37

Task Force on Graduate Education 42

Task Force on Faculty Exchange Program 50

bask Force on Tenure 51

.Special Reports by Presidents:

Grow th Rate in Transfer Student Admissions 31

Grow th Rate in Outreach Student Admissions* 33

Practicurn Experiences* 36

Expansion of Counseling Services' 36

New Community Service Programs* 46

Responsibilities of Provost.

Establish all System -ss ide Task Forces

Coordinate Departmental Conferences 40

Select Faculty Intern 49

Proposal for Community Service Commission 47

Report to Hoard on Inter-Institutional Cooperation and on
Cooperatise Data Sharing 57

Submit Commonw ealth learning Center Recommendations 52

Authorize first stage of New Degree Program and Majors 57

*-1- hese Reports will he forwarded by the President as part of his annual report
through the Provost to the Long-Range Planning Committee.
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Appendix

Academie Nlaster Plan Workshop
Massachusetts State College System
Sheraton-1 ara Hotel
Framingham, Massachusetts
April 27, 1973

Sylvia K. Burcick, \'ice Chairman
Board of "frustees of State Colleges
and Chairman, Committee on
Educational Affairs

Introductory Rcocar.1, S to Participant)

First, I should like to hring t au the is arm welcome of the Board
of Trustees as you begin what I am confident will he an exciting.
illuminating, and productise working Operion;e for all of us, and
most of all for the Massachusetts State College System. We have
convened these Workshops at a kind of midpoint on the con-
tinuum of a -isle:tile master planning which began some two
years ago, when the Board of Trustees directed the Central Mice
stall' to start to des clop an academic master plan for the State
College System. And the underlying spirit and mot is ati on for that
directive to the staff was - and is in the words of Pope John
XXIII, to "open the windows and let the fresh air in," For, to
quote Pope John further, we belies e that there is an intrinsic
connection between the common good on the one hand and the
structure and function of public authority on the other,"

And so far as the State College System is concerned, this -common
good" is related to making our colleges the best they can he to
meet the needs of t he students and of the Commonwealth. The
fact that we are here for this purpose in a setting of self-criticism
and self-evaluation is in itself a mark of the maturity the Massa-
chusetts State College System has attained since it was created by
statute in 1966 under the Willis-Harrington Act. For we are far
heyonr.: the groping of those early years when our goals, our
sion our direction were less sure, as we tentatisely began the diffi-
cult task of reshaping the narrowly conceived teachers colleges
into an integrated System of differentiated colleges, each with a
strong, vital liberal arts curriculum and diverse career opportuni-
ties for our students. For it s ill he from these fields that the life-
long and often lilt- sustaining residual benefits at higher education
come.

1 he gross th and progress we have made to date has been possible
because of our realization and recognition of certain assumptions,
sshich all of tir here must keep in mind as IS c pursue the hard work
ahead in des eloping an Academic Master Plan. One of these, and
basic to the effort underway, is the fact. the reality, that all of us
are part of the Massachusetts State College St stern NS hiCh Is MAC
up of 13 interdependent components: the 11 colleges, the Central
Office stall, and the Board of Trustees, sshich by statute and his-
tory has a leadership and coordinating role in formulating policies

Which promote the gross th and development of the System - for
the benefit of the students and the of the Commonwealth

hich supports us. But a system like ours must he -- and If believe
t -- more than a sum of its parts: and that extra dimension, that

plus, is the common purpose and the common good we are dedi-
cated to see realized, to a large part through a creative, imaginative
Academic ,\ faster Plan.

'l'o this end, another assumption or realit:' that must be kept in
mind as w e proceed With our discussions is the fact that our stu-
dents many of them the first in their families to go to college
and that with great sacrifice on the part of their parents - are not
for the most part attending our colleges for pre-graduate school
training. This may be the total extent of their formal ecitNation,
and it must count! Their primary goal upon getting their degrees
from our colleges is to have the necessary tools to compete suc-
cessfully note and in the future in the job market.

And what are these tools? Because I believe so firmly -and 1 know
I reflect the view of the Trustees in the integrity of each indivi-
dual student, the tools must he diverse and varied to match the
abilities, talents, and interests of the students. But there are cer-
tain basic took that are essential for everyone, and these may
loosely be called the Liberal Arts components of what should be
included in every college student's academic plan.

Rather than talk about Liberal Arts in terms of specific courses
or even subject areas, I would prefer to talk of them in terms of the
essential competencies they represent. And for all students gradu-
ating front our colleges and front any institution of higher educa-
tion, I believe the first priority must be competence in written and
oral Englisb, for communication and perception.

A second competency of inestimable value is the ability to under-
stand the subtleties of human motivation and human behavior in
this tense and often bewildering society. And still another abso-
lute, in my view, is the ability to reason, to think t..nalytically and
critically, to evaluate issues and ideas; to diserim nate between
fiction and fantasy, between the subtle gradations in truth and
fact; to make logical judgments and aesthetic distinctions in
short, to develop taste. (Some of you may recall the short film
called The Violinist, in sshich the character says, "I may not know
from good but I know from awful.")

These competencies and qualities are not easily attained, but they
are basic and fundamental to a fulfilled and fulfilling life, for they
enable us to try to enrich the society and culture, and, most impor-
tant of all, to deal confidently and capably Is All the unanticipated,
the unexpected, and the unpredictable, What we must always real-
ize, of course. is that not all students attain these competencies
through the same courses, pregarns of studs or channels. For
example. one student may des clop his power of thinking through
the study of pure mathematics or theoretical physics, another
through the rigorous study of a foreign language or pursuit of
linguistics, philosophy. logic, or musical composition, still others
through the study of the social sciences, or the appreciation and
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analysis of great literature, And usually, it w ill he through a com-
bination of several liberal arts programs often grouped under the
heading of the Humanities and from the informal association
with other students or faculty., or otf-campus work in a social or
political agency,

But before we get carried away, l must again bring you back to
certain realistic assumptions on which any planning for public
higher education must rest. I have already mentioned the need
for expanded career opportunities and offerings. responsive to
student needs, interests, and the demands of contemporary tech-
nology and these are in no way antithetical to the liberal arts.
What we are striving for and 1 firmly believe W ill develop -- is

the balance and fusion of these two aspects of educational offer-
ings; the liberal arts and the career-oriented programs, Yes, we
want the best of all possible worlds, and we mean to come as close
to achieving it as we can, within the realities we all face, and never
at the expense of quality. For. to paraphrase a cliche, we cannot
be or ofier all things to erli students at all colleges, This is another
reality a fiscal reality which Wewould he naive if we ignored and
less than honest if we did not point out.

Budgetary limitations and a frank evaluation of the talents and
abilities of our faculties impose definite limitations and con-
straints on academic planning not only in the Massachusetts
State College System, I hasten to say, but in every institution of
higher education in the country, public and private. That we work
vv ithin the framework of reality should not discourage anyone,
however, for we e can point to many impressive achievements in
the academic growth of the Massachusetts State College System.
We have already added appreciably to the liberal arts has of cur-
riculum offerings during the past few years and have expanded thc
career-oriented majors and courses far beyond the single career
of the past, namely. teaching.

During the past t vo years we have adopted certain new policies
in the areas of admissions and transfer opportunities for our stu-
dents to broaden greatly the accessibility of students to our System

and we have to do more nand do it better. As we consider adding
more programs and majors. we must at the same time he rigorous
in evaluating the contribution of the courses and programs we
have continued for long periods of time, more through habit than
purpose. and must work out plans for professional development of
our faculty and other personnel who may wish to redirect their
efforts into new fields. In other words, we must have as an overall
goal for the academic master plan adaptability, flexibility, and
responsiveness in the programs and the personnel who teach and
whom we are here to serve. namely, thc students, For our gradu-
ates must he as ready for change as our colleges can make them
aid always, the test must he excellence in our course offerings.

Since last fall, when the campuses. the faculties and the students
were gn,en the draft of the Academic Master Plan, there haw
been long, watching think-sessions and talk sessions throughout
the System, reacting and responding to the implicit and explicit
ideas in the proposed plan."' he Central Office, the Lay Advisory

Committees which met several times each, and the Board of Trus-
tees have been similarly engaged in a close examination and anal-
ysis of our academic needs and how hest to achieve them. Certain
central issues seem to have emerged in the responses which we
have received from the various groups some on which there is
wide divergence of opinion; and otherS which show ti surprising
degree of consensus.

Beginning here today and from this point on, we are ready to take
the next steps to help the Trustees synthesize, and finally develop
an Academic Master Plan on vv hich the Board can make future
policies, can amend, revise, or reaffirm current policies. We want
and need all the help all of the interdependent components of our
System can give us to achieve the best academic plan in public
higher education: Quality ... Flexibility . , Diversity....

It will be against this plan when completed in the summer that we
shall be able immediately to measure and weigh the new proposed
academic programs and majors to make this a system which we
can live with, work with, and be proud of,

I have only touched on some of the six issues many inseparable,
and all interrelated which you will all be discussing in your vari-
ous workshops, grouped around themes which have emerged in
the voluminous responses we have received on the draft of the
Academic Master Plan.

It is against this backdrop that I urge you to give us your best
thinking, your best judgment, and your most positive advice to
help us justify for the students and citizens of the Commonwealth
today and in the future the act of faith which has brought us all
together. The "spirit of self-renewal," to use John Gardner's
splendid phrase, is abroad in these groves of academe. We don't
yet know the ultimate results of these deliberations, but it is the
unforeseeable, the now unpredictable, that may be the most
exciting. You will recall the story of the three Princes of Screndip
in ancient Persia, who went on a quest for treasure. By a series of
happy accidents, they found treasures that they had not sought or
dreamed of. It is this kind of serendipity that we hope for and that
I am confident will conic from our cooperative efforts toward an
Academic Master Plan for the Massachusetts State College System.

Appendix

Task Force on Graduate Education

( Approved As Revised at Council of Presidents' Meeting
.3723/73

Recommendations on Graduate Education it, the
Massachusetts Slate Colleges

.1 hat full funding of graduate programs be made through
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the regular college budgets. If this cannot be accomplished,
trust funds should he established as the principal source of
funding,

If neither of these proposals is implemented, the follow ing
plan should he put into effect:

a. A moratorium should he placed on all new graduate
enrollments.

h. This moratorium should remain in effect until the number
of graduate students reaches the level which permits their
incorporation into the regular college budgets.

e. This incorporation might he expedited by

t1)

(21

Using for graduate advising and instruction,
faculty time made available through such course
exempting examinations as CI.EP.

Converting certain undergraduate courses into
upper divisional and graduate level courses.

That the concept of cooperative graduate consortia be
approved, and. as funds become Mailable, implementation of
the concept proceed on a pilot basis.

3. '['hat the following steps he taken as appropriate at the indi-
vidual campuses to immediately improve the quality of our
graduate programs, and thus assure accrediting agencies that
we are moving in the right direction:

a. Establish graduate faculties, using standards set by the
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States,

h, Establish graduate councils.

c. Establish departmental graduate committees.

d. Appoint a full-time dean of the graduate school at each
college and give him necessary supporting staff.

e. Assign students to academic advisors from departments
in which students are doing the major portion of their
work.

Accept as many graduate students as possible into sonic
regular day classes and include these students as part of
each college's enrollment figures for budgetary purposes.

Re-examine critically. standards used for such processes
as admission and retention.

11. Review ts ith a view toward consolidation, present degree
programs. e.g,, elementary' school administration and
secondary school administration might be incorporated
into one progra -1 of school administration.

g

4. That additional study of certain aspects of graduate educa-
tion be made as rc:onunended by the 1 ask Force on GrAdvate
Education prior to the implementation of the Academic
Master Plan.

That a task force on graduate education he continued as an
advisory body to the Council of Presidents.

Appendix C

Policy for Facilitating Student Mobility
in Massachusetts Higher Education
And
Commonwealth Transfer Compact

Introduction

During the next decade higher education in Massachusetts will
he measured, not by gross th as in the past, but rather by its ability
to deliver improved academic services to the citizens of the
Commonwealth.

Accordingly, in 197 I, the Massachusetts Transfer Review Council
was established to foster improved student mobility among institu-
tions of higher education, The Council is responsible for initiating
policies toward that end, In an effort to fulfill its role within the
mandate, the Massachusetts Transfer Review Council has iden-
tified five major areas for investigation:

a. opportunity for student mobility within the system of higher
education;

diversity and differentiation among institutions and programs;

c experimentation and flexibility in undergraduate and continu-
ing education;

d. special targeted programs for such groups as the poor and
disadvantaged, older students, women, and students with
special requirements or needs;

e. opportunities for deferred or interrupted study.

The recommendation contained in this report is addressed spe-
cifically to the issue of student mobility as reflected in the transfer
of two-year college students to the upper division of four-year
institutions.

The Context Massacliusetts Public Ilistiter Education

Since the passage of the Willis-liarrington Act in 1965, an inter-
locking system of public higher education has been evolving in
Massachusetts. In the period since 1965, the shift away from a
mere collection of isolated institutions to a network of institutional
segments has been achieved without recourse to a strong centralized
executive structure.] he present structure is based more on con-
sensus than control. T his structure permits institutions to exercise
a high level of local discretion in responding to client needs.

At the two-year college level. individual institutions have not been
able to exercise full). this discretionary authority because of the
perceived or actual restrictions imposed by the receiving institu-
tions in the matter of transfer. The mission of the community col-
lege is to provide access to education for students who might other-
wise he excluded for a variety of reasons, including past academic
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performance, cultural factors, and economic limitations, To fulfill
this mission the community college must he free to develop, utilize,
and manipulate academic processes in order to serve this popula-
tion adequately, hi so doing, these institutions often find it neces-
sary' to depart from conventional academic procedures. Conse-
quentlyi community college program equivalent to that of the
lower division of a four-year college is often not parallel. Similarly,
junior colleges and technical institutes in the private sector often
have a clientele whose best interests are not necessarily best served
by conventional programs.

The viability of the consensus structure will to a large extent he
determined by its demonstrated ability to adapt and meet student
and institutional needs. A necessary first step is the improvement
in the procedures involved in the transfer of students from two-
year colleges to the upper division of four-year institutions. Cur
rently, these processes are fraught with ad hoe decisions, uncer
taints for the students, and a host of situational considerations
which make it impossible to predict the outcome of transfer for
any but the most capable students.

'Frans' er C'u.eeories

Students transferring credit from the community colleges to upper
division institutions fall into these primary groups:

a. students transferring occasional courses;

h, fully enrolled students v-ho transfer prior to completion of the
AA/ AS degree,

c. graduates \ ith either A A or AS degrees.

ideally, there should he consensus on policy relating to all three
categories. As one small step toward that ideal. the Transfer
Review Council has chosen the third category as the focus of its
first policy recommendation,

Statement 0/ Policy

Throughout higher education in the Commonwealth an assoc'ate
degree from any two-year college signatory to the Commonwealth
Transfer Compact will be honored as a unit and construed as:
I I) completion of at least 60 hours of work toward a baccalaureate
degree, and (2 f completion of at least 33 hours toward fulfillment
of the general education requirements for the baccalaureate degree.

Compact Specificaiii' ins

Signatory institutions of higher education in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts will honor this policy and adhere to the following:

I. Definition of an associate degree transferable as a unit I con-
tingent upon acceptance for admission) toward a baccalau-
reate degree as the equivalent of 60 hours of undergraduate
college level study, including:

a. 6 hours of English /communication

h. 9 hours of behavioral/social sciences

c. 9 hours of humanities/ tine arts

d. 9 hours of mathematics/ sciences

e. the remaining credit to he on the college level

2. 'the awarding, upon acceptance, of the full number of credits
earned while enrolled in the associate degree program.

3. Continuous review and evaluation of the implementation of
this policy and referral to the Massachusetts Transfer Review
Council of problems related to student mobility.

ChlrifiCiltions

I. Students changing programs t e.g., liberal arts to engineering)
may expect that it will require more than four semesters to
complete the sequence of a new major.

2. "D" credit will be accepted toward the baccalaureate degree,
but a receiving institution is required to apply "D" credit
toward a major only if it does so for -native" students, that is,
students who enrolled in the four-year institution as freshmen.

his unit transfer policy will accomplish the twin objectives of
( I providing unlimited opportunities for instructional and
curricular flexibility in the two-year college sector, and
(2) assigning to each two-year college full responsibility for
meeting standards of equivalence for all programs submitted
as transferable.

t. Course credit for transfers from programs not conforming to
Compact specifications will he evaluated by the receiving
institution according to the applicability of those courses to
the baccalaureate program in the major field of the student.

5. This Compact is consistent with recommendations of the
Association of American Colleges. American Association of

Colleges, and the American Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, represented
in the publication Guidelines for Improving Articulation
Het ween Junior and Senior Colleges.

Appendix I)

Guidelines for New Degree Programs and Majors

Sruc'e i. RequevfOrk, Plat:Piing A ppn,val

Campus requests to plan any new academic program shall he filed
in writing by the Academic Dean w ith the Associate Director of
Academic Atfairs in the Central Office. The Dean shall submit 20
copies of the request in accordance with the following guidelines
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Guidelines for Requesting Planning A pproval

I. State the full and exact degree terminology as indicated in
the Board's policy on Degree Structure adopted
February W. 1972.

2. Indicate the proposed date of program implementation.

3. Name the department (s divisions }, or other units of the
College which would otter the proposed degree program.

4. Cite the objectives of the proposed degree program.

5, List any minus, ether degree program currently offered
by the College which re closely related to the proposed
program,

6. Present preliminary ev i,lence of:

a. Student interest in the proposed program.

b. Employer interest for professional or career programs,
and roanpow er needs for the int media te geographical
area, the region, the Commonwealth or the nation.

7. List the other State Cellej.;es currently offer rig or projecting
the proposed program.

8. List other post secondaty institutions in the geographical
area which are currently offering or known to be projecting
the proposed degree program.

9. If there are other State Colleges or post secondary institu-
tions in the geographical area which offer or project the
proposed degree program:

a. present evidence that there is sufficient student demand
to warrant an additional program.

b. indicate other special considerations w hich call for an
additional program at the college.

c. indicate why the educational needs which have been
identified could not he satisfied in alternate ways, e.g.,
cooperative arrangements with other institutions, satel-
lite programs of other public institutions, etc.

10. Briefly summarize the resources (faculty, facilities, and
equipment t which arc available to support the proposed
program.

Describe the process by st hich the college community
intends to develop the program proposal and indicate how
this process will involve the major campus elements Istu-
dents. faculty, and administration),

The Associate Director for Academic Affairs in the Central Office
shall be available to the Dean and the campus to provide advice and
assistance in the preparation of any request for planning approval.

Follow ing submission of a request for planning approval, the
Associate Director shall review the planning request with the
Academic Deans in order to assure coordination in program
development.

Based on a thorough study and assessment by Central Office stall
of the request for planning approval, the Provost shall be author
ized to grant or withhold approval. If approval is withheld by the
Provost, the President of the College may request review by the
Educational Affairs Committee,

Stage 11. Requesting Program A pproval

Following approval by the Provost, the College may proceed to
design the requested program in accordance with local campus
governance procedures. During this program design phase the
Associate Director for Academic Affairs and his staff at the Cen-
tral Office shall confer with the Academic Dean and make avail-
able to the campus the staff resources of the Central Office in
preparing the request for program approval in accordance with
the follow ing guidelines:

Guidelines for Requesting Program Approval

I. State full and exact degree terminology as indicated in the
Board's policy on Degree Structure adopted February 10,
1972.

2. Indicate the proposal date of program implementation.

3. Name the department(s), division (s), or othei units of the
College which would otter the proposed degree program.

4. Cite the objectives of the proposed degree program, fo: the
first five years of its operation.

5. Describe the relationship of the proposed program to the
projected curricular des elopment of the department. divi-
sion, and college.

6. Describe the process by which the program proposal was
developed and indicate the involvement of the major ele-
ments of the college community (students, faculty.
administration)

7. List all courses by catalog number, tit!e, and units of credit
to he required for a major under the pr posed degree
program.

Indicate those courses rot prescntly olfercd which are
needed to initiate the proposed program with an asterisk 1*

Indicate those courses not presently offered which will be
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needed in the first year of the program's operation and for 5. Indicate enrollment figures in the past two years in courses
each of the next four years, or programs closely related to the proposed program.

8, I.ist all related courses w hich can be accepted under the
proposed degree program by catalog number, title, and units
of credit,

9. Explain any special focus of the proposed degree program,
e.g.. in terminology, units of credit required, types of course
work. etc.

ID. Describe any special arrangements ss hich would he made for
this program regarding:

a. recruitment of students for the program,

h. admission of students into the program at the various
levels of entry,

c. counseling of students in the program. and

d. placement of graduates,

I I, Provide a student enrollment projection for the first five
years of operation of the proposed program. This projection
should he broken down according to the level of entry

freshmen, transfer, etc. I.

12. Explain provisions for entry into the proposed program at
w.riotis levels with regard especially to the artic 'ation of
curriculum for various levels ( freshmen, upper division,
etc.). and the recognition of credit earned in other institu-
tions or experience gamed in other settings.

13. Describe provisions for meeting accreditation requirements,
if applicable.

Need for Proposed Program

1. List other State Colleges currently offering or projecting the
proposed degree program.

2. List other post secondary institutions in the geographical area
currently offering or projecting the proposed degree program.

3. Describe the results of a survey of:

a, the demand for individuals who have earned the proposed
degree in the immediate geographical area, the region,
and the Commonsvealth.

h. actual and potential student interest in majoring in the
proposed program.

Describe efforts which have been made to satisfy the educa-
tional needs which have been identified in alternative ways,
e.g.. through coopera,ive arrangements with other institutions.
satellite program:. of other public institutions, etc.

Resources for the Proposed Degree Program

1. Detail existing library resources in support of the program
( specify by subject, area, column, count, etc.).

2. Indicate additional library resources needed and the schedule
for their acquisition.

3. List the present facult3 members with rank, highest degree
earned and professionil experience, who would teach in the
proposed degree program.

4. Number and specify the additional faculty and staff support
positions needed to initiate the proposed program and to
sustain it for the first five years.

5. Analyze available resources in accordance with Chart 1.

6. Indicate existing space and facilities that would be used in
support of the program.

7, Indicate additional space and facilities required to initiate
and/or sustain the program.

8, Explain arrangements which have been made for providing
suitable off -campus field experiences, internship opportuni-
ties or clinical facilities.

9, Indicate additional instructional materials and equipment
needed to support the proposed program.

It). Itemize cost estimates over the first five years of program
operation and project expected sources of funding (Chart 11).
Copies of these Charts are available in the Office of the
Provost.

Any recommendations by the Provost or the Associate Director
with respect to the program shall be discussed with the President
and Academic Dean of the College before the Associate Director
submits the request for program approval and his own recom-
mendations to the Educational Affairs Committee.

Moreover, the program request shall also be discussed with the
Academic Deans prior to submitting it to the Educational Affairs
Committee. Upon such submission, the Committee on Educational
Affairs shall review the program at a regular meeting with repre-
sentatives of the College present to discuss the request with com-
mittee members.

Occasionally, when proposed new academic programs do not
include any additional cost to the Commonwealth or constitute
special cases, the Provost may approve the abbreviation of these
Guidelines.
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Appendix

Existing Degree Programs and Majors
Massachusetts State College System Degree Program Offerings

.V61or., In Existence - September ), J973I
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Administrathe Studies
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Afro-Amer ken Studies BS/BA

BS/BA ______American Studies

Anthropology BS/BA

Art BA BA

BS/BA BS,-BA BS/BA

BA

BS BA

BFA

BS. BA B.S;BA BS!BABiology BS 'BA ± BS/BA
4--

BS BSBusiness Administration

Business Education

BS /BA BS/BA BS. BA
.,--

BS/BA

BS

BS/BABS,'BA BS/BAChemistry

Chemistry-Geology BS/BA

Communications Disorders BS,,BA

BFADesign
_.-

Earth Science 8S /BA BS/BA 13S,,BA BS/BA
....

BStEd)

BS(Lid)

J
BS(Ed)

BS/BA BS , BAEconomics BS, BA

BS(Ed)

BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed)Education (Early Child) BS(Ed I

BS(Ed)
,

Education (Liem) BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed) BS(Ed)-
Education (Jr. High) BS(Ed)

BSEducation (Phys. Ed.) BS BS

Education (Spec. Ed, ) BS BS BS

Education (Vocational) BS BS

English BA BA BA BA BA BA BA BA BA

Environmental Sciences BS BA

Fine Arts BFA

BA BA BA BA BA BAFrench I BA BA

General Science BS

General Studies

BS, BA

BA
-1--.

BS/BA BS/BA BS,BAGeography BS/BA BS/BA

German BA -
BA BA BA BA BA BA BA BA BAHistory

Home Economics BS

Industrial Arts - BS

Industrial Science BS

BS/ BALatin American Studies

Law Enfoicement BS,BA BS /BA

Marine Engineering BS

Marine Transportation

BS, BA BS,,BA

BS

Mathematics BS BA BS:BA BS,, BA BS, BA BS/BA BS,,BA BS, /BA

Medical Technology BS BS BS BS BS

Metropolitan Studies BS: 8A

Modern Languages BA

Music BA/Shill, 1 BA

Natural Science BS; BA BS BA

Nursing BS BS BS BS BS BS

Philosophy BA BA BA

Physics BS,'BA BS /BA BS BA
J

BS BA BS BA

4

Political Science BSAA BS, BA

BS BA

BS BA

85-BA BS BA

BS BA

BS, BA BS-BA BS BAPsychology BS- BA BS; BA BS BA

Public Service BS/BA

Social Science BS BA

Social Service

BS,'B A

BS ,BA

BS BASociology BS/BA BS/BA

Spanish BA BA BA BA BA

1Speech/Theatre BA

'Source: Massachusetts State College System, Central Office-Academic Affairs
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Future Degree Programs and Major; Contemplated by Campuses

The follov,ing degree programs and majors .sere contemplated in

the State Colleges' Responses to the first draft Master Plan and
were presented in the Response Matrix,

Boston State College

Baccalaureate

Environmental Science (Interdepartmental )
Environment and Resource Management

Library Science
Nursing (Cooperative Program)
Psychology ( Mental Health)
Social Welfare
Theatre
Urban Affairs (Interdepartmental)

Urban and Regional Planning

/LS In Education Degree

Business Education
Allied Health Program components Early Childhood Education
Art Health Education
Computer Science Instructional Media
Environmental Studies library Science
Management Psychology Education
Music Recreation
Nursing
Public Service A .S. Degree (New)
Recreation & Recreation for the Handicapped

Chemical TechnicianSecondary Education ( Interdisciplinary I
Social Work
Bridgessater State College

Graduate Degree

B.A./B.S. Degree

Departmental Programs
Art
Geology
German
Music
Philosophy
Spanish

Interdepartmental .Programs

American Studies
Behavioral Science Research Institute (Cooperative)
Creative Arts
Religious Studies-
International Studies

African
Latin American
Non-Western

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TES01.)

Nlaster Of Arts

Behavioral Science
Natural Science
Psychology
Social Sciences

Master of Arts in Teaching

(To replace Master of Education in Secondary Education)

Master of Library Science (dual program)

(To replace Master of Education in Schoolship Librarianship)

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
_ .

Doctor of Arts Degree

Fitchburg State College

4usipyss and Governmental Service

Career- Oriented Programs
Humau Services
Sociology

Biology ( pant- professional) Earth Science
Biology- Chemistry Criminal Justice
Biology-Psychology Economics
Biology-Anthropology' Business Administration

Communication Disorders Political Science
Computer Sciences Public Administration
Criminology and Corrections Area Development

?
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Teacher Vducation

Concentrations in

Environmental Studies
Peoples Lind Cultures
Communications
Science and Technology
Human Services

I1 ealtlr and Ilandic Upper/

Speech Pathology.
Health, Physical Education and Recreation I fur handicapped )
Allied Health Programs

iVand rill Sciences and ,1/ei rim eintilit's

Computer Science
Environmental Studies

Arts and Humanities

Fine Arts
Foreign Languages
Humanities
Creative Arts
Philosophy
American Studies
European Studies
Drama and Theatre Arts

Cononuniiati,,ns and Afedut

Media Technology.
Speech
Journalism

Occupational Education and Business Research

(SeC Graduate Study )

Graduate Study

M.Ed. Instructional Media
M.A.T. History
and/or Biology
M.A. Mathematics
M.S. in Nursing -- With Worcester State and
U. Mass Medical School
C,A,G.S. (with U. Mass. I Instructional Media,
Occupational Ed., Special Education
Ed.D. (with U. Mass, ) Instructional Media,
Occupational Ed., Special Education

Framingham State College

Baccalaureate

Anthropology

Computer Science
Consumer Services
Day Care
Economics
Environmental Education
Food Science
Humanities
Human Services
Law Enforcement
Microbiology
Nature History
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Physicians' Assistap.ts
Phy sits
Physiotherapy.
Social Welfare
Social Work
Sociology.
Theatre Arts
Third World Studies
Veterinarians' Assistants
Wildlife Biology

Graduate Programs

Elementary,' School Social Studies
Elementary School Teaching
Reading and Language Arts
Science for Teachers through Grade 9
Home Economics
Home Economics Education
Secondary School Biology
Secondary School English
Secondary School History
Secondary School Mathematics
Secondary School Social Studies

Masters of Arts Degree with concentrations in
Administration
School Guidance

Nfaster of Science Degree with a concentration in:
Applied Microbiology
Environmental Education
Env ironmental Health
Food and Nutrition

Lowell State College

Classics
Communications
Education

Preparation of Kindergarten Teachers
Preparation of Early Childhood Specialists
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General Studies
Latin American Studies
Urban Studies
Allied Health Professions

Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Clinical Chemistry
Clinical Microbiology
Laboratory Animal Technology
Environmental Health Technology
Health Education
Health Services Administration

Music ( NIT, Musicology, Performance)

Graduate School

Education
M.Ed. in Learning Disabilities
M.Ed. in Middle School Studies

Music
M.M. in Applied Music
M.M. in Musicology
M.M. in Music Theory-Composition

New Proposals:
MAT

English
History
Mathematics

Nursing ( M.S.)

4

Massachusetts College of Art

Baccalaureate

BEA Art History
BEA Media and Performing Arts

Graduate

M FA Design
MFA Visual Arts

Massachusetts Maritime Academy

Proposed New Programs

B,S. Marine Science Technology Major in Marine Transportation
or Marine Engineering

B.S. Marine Sciences identified by major:
Oceanography
Ocean Engineering
Fisheries Science
Marine Environmental Studies
Coastal Zone Management
Maritime Management (3 or 4 year programs)

North Ada as State College

Baccalaureate

Bachelor of General Studies
Communication Arts
Philosophy
Sociology

Salem State College

Associate Degree

A.S. in Education

Baccalaureate

Art
Business Science
Coaching
Computer Science
International Commerce
Library Science
Linguistics and Communication
Music Education
Physical Education
Recreation
Sociology
Spanish
Speech and Theatre

Graduate

Business Administration
Business Education
Earth Science
MAT English
MAT French
Geography
Nursing Education
MA Political Science
Public Administration
Social Science
School Library Media Service
Spanish

Westfield State College

Baccalaureate

Anthropology
Chemistry
Earth Science
Economics
German
Italian
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library Science
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Sociology
Speech
Theatre Arts
Environmental Science
Commercial Art
Dental Hygiene
Nursing
Public Service
Business Administration

Worcester State College

Baccalaureate

Health Education
Media (BA)
Physical Education
Recreation Supervision

Graduate

Master in library Science
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Administrative Studies

African Studies

Afro-American Studies

Allied Ilealth Studies

American Studies

Anthropology

Area Development

Art

Art History

Biology

niology-Anthrpol,gS

Biology-Chemistry

Biology-Psychology

Business Administ rat ion

Business Education

BUSinesi Science

Chemistry

Chemistry-Geologt,

Classics

Clinical Chemistry

Clinical Microbiology

Coaching

Coastal Zone !Management

Commercial Art

Communication Arts

Communications

Communkat ions Disorders

Boston B'rrir

BA IBS

MIRA
BS

BA

RS/RA

BS ' BA

RS/11.%

BA

Fitchburg

BS BA

1 'ghhi /"well .-1.144hir Salem if'estfield ,SICA

BS/RA

ALVA

1

BS t
1

RS/B.%
t

ll.S.'BA I BSIBA j.
-I _ . _______.

, .

RA
1

BA BA BFA
4.

BA/BS
1BS /RA Bs/RA, RS/BA Bs/B.% BS/RA RS/BA

BS IBA

BA

RS/BA RS/BA

BS/BA

^m/BA

BS IBA

BS

BS

BS BS BS

BS

RS/RA

Computer Sciences

Creative Arts

Criminal Justice
. .

Criminology and Corrections

RS/BA

BS/BA

RS/BA BS/BA RS/B,1

BS

RS/BA BSI Bri/BA

»S/ BA

BS BS

BS/BA

BS/BA

BS/BA

RS

BA

BS
-t -

BS

RS/BA

BSI BA

RS/BA

BS/BA

BS/BA

BSIBA

BS/BA

BS

BS/BA

BS

Dental Hygiene BS

Design

BSManta /14 Theater Arts /BA

Earth Science RS/BA BS/RA BS IBA BS/BA BS/BA BS/BA

Economics BS/BA RS 'BA RS/BA RS/RA BS/BA BS/BA

Education (Farts Child) BS tEdi BS (Ed) RS (Ed) BS (Ed) BS (Ed) me am BS lEdi RS (Ed) BS IF.d)

Education I Elent) BS (Ed) BS tEdr mm .c* BS t Ed I BS (Ed) BS 114:d) BS tEdi BS lEdi BS Ird)

RS (Ed,
_.

Education (Jr. High)
_ .

Education (Phss. Ed 'I RS BS BS BS BS BS

Education (Spec. Eds RS BS BS

Education (Vocatinal) BS BS
1-

English RA RA RA RA BA BA BA BA ; BA

English as Second tring. BA
4 l'

Environmental Education
,

BS
. -4 ..- ...

t. BS
r i .

RS RA fiS!BA RSIBA BSIIA
. l

RSIBA
-. i 4 1

RS 43,1
-1 ..

i'
BA

-*
t BA !WA

4

BFA

Environmental Health Tech.

Environmental Science

Environmental Studies

European Studies

n= /^^
Fisheries Science

Food Science

Foreign Itinguage

French

General Seience

BS/BA
-

BS/BA
1

BA
. . I t

RA BA RA BA BA RI, BA RA /

--i _ . . 4 -
BS

.I -4- . . -+- t-

General Studies
.

RA
r

BA BA 1 BA
+-

Geography RS/RA RS/RA BS/RA RS/RA BS/11,4 , BS/BA

-1

. .. I t t .. _

German BA BA BA .

I + f
Health BS

Health Education BS BS BS
_ _ _

History BA BA RA BA BA BA BA BA I BA
Health Service Administration BS

1=11



Allied Ilealth Studies

American Studies

Anthropology

Area Development

At
_

Art History

BMW,
giotogy.AnthropologV

BS

BS/ 11.4

RS/ B A

BS /BA

BS

RS /RA

44C:11A 1 BS /AA

BC r' HA
1---

HA HA RA RA //A BA i BFA
t- 1- --3

I BA IBS

RS/RA RS/RA RS/BA --BS/RA RS/BA I- BS/RA RS/111 Blij:SA RS/BA 1

4

..._ ._ _ i-
+ 4RS/BA

Biology - Chemistry

Biology-Psychology

Business Administration

Business Education

Business Science

Chentistry

Chem isl r); -Sinology

Classics

Clinical Chemistry

Clinical Microbiology

Coaching

Coastal 7one Management

Commercial Art

Communication Arts

Communications

Communications Disorders

Computer Sciences

Creative Arts

Criminal Justice

Criminology and Corrections

Dental Hygiene

Design

Drama Si Theater Arts

Earth Science

Economics

B5 /BA

BS BA

11.)

BS RS t BS

BS RS

BS

BS/BA BS/RA RS/BA BS /BA RS /RA

BS/BA

BS:BA

BA --
BS

BS j

4

BS /BA

aSIBA

AS /BA

BS

135q3A RS/RA

BS /BA

BS BA

BS/ BA

115/BA

BS BS r AS
_

BS BA

BS 'BA

AS/ BA

Education (Earls Child )

I ducation I Hem )

Education 1.1r. )ligh

Education (P115 Ed.)

Education (Spec. Ed.1

Education I Vocat tonal

English

English as Second Lang.

Ens ironmcnial Education

Envitonmental Health Tech.

Environmental Science

Environmental Studies

European Studies

Fine Arts

Fisheries Science

Food Science

Foreign I anguage

French

BS/RA BS/ RA

BS/RA

RS it'd) AS (Ed)

RS ; IA; BS IEdt

General Science

General Studies

Geography

German

Health

RS

BA

BS

RS

BS 'BA

BA

BS

BSI BA

BS/BA

BS 'BA RS /BA

BS rB 4 BS 11A

RS iFdi RS (Ed)

RS i Felt RS HA)

F35

RS

RS

RA RA

BA

BS/ BA

BS /RA

BA

BS

BS

; RS/BA EIS/BA

BS/RA BS/BA EIS/BA

BS (Ed) BSIEdI BS IF(1) RS lEd) BS IF.di

RS1E:di BS .Edl BS (Ed) BS (Ed) BS tEdi

RS Iltelr

BS

3
BA BA BA

BS

BS

EIS/RA

BS/ BA

BA

BA BA BA BA BA BA BA

BS

BS BS

RS

BS

BA BA BA

BFA

BSI BA

BA BFA

BSIBA

. ,
BA BA BA BA

c

BS/BA RS /RA 115/8 S. RS/RA BS/RA BS/RA

BA BA
..

BA r

. .._

BS
----t_ _. ,

( BS rHealth Education BS BS

Health Service Administration BS
.-

History I RA BA BA BA BA I BA BA BA BA

Home Economics [ BS
4-

;

-I-
Humanities BA BA

Human Services , ; BS -BA BSIBA
--f-- -4

EIS/BA indicates existing programs
its BA indicates contemplated programs
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Industrial Arts BS

Industrial Science BS

International Commerce

Inttrnatitinal Studies /lie HA

Instructional Media BS/BA

apomitroptamorm
1 ell 1 Ad..), {{/r Ai( .4 VA/A

BS/ BA

Italian

Journalism BA
t

Laboratory Animal Technology BS

I win American Studies RS/BA BS!BA
.

. t

I aw Enforcement BS/BA BS 'BA i

.. 4 ..... ..
Library Science BS/B.4 t ' B. S .41A 1

t1

.

_ ...... . . ..
t- --t. 4

Linguistics A Communication

Management eSti8A- i- , {
Marine Engineering

Marine Environmental Studies ,

1

Marine Science Technology i

1 itMarine Transportation
4-

Maritime NI anagement

Mathematics BS/HA I RS/BA BS/RA RS/RA BS/BA BS/RA

Sleclia i-
t- .----.

-1Medi.' & Perform BS/BAing Arts 1-

4 4- H
Media Technology BS/BA ;

Medical Technology. I BS BS ,I RS BS BS 1

Metropolitan Studies RS/RA
A- -,

-I ---
Microbiology BS/BA

---1-- 4

Modern Languages BA

Music
--1-

BA BA NIBA/RUt BMEd BA

-,
Natural History t I BA IBS

1

.
I

4 . -4
BS/RA

ti
Natural Science : BS/RA

Non-Western Studies BA/BS
1Nursing BS BS HS HS BS BS BS RS

Occupational lherapy BS/BA BS/BA
--, -1

Oceanography i BSrOcean Engineering t 1
BS 1.

I- 4. {- ---{
Philosophy BA I BA PA BA [ BA -1- BA BA

I-4- t--- {-

Physical Therapy BS BS 1

Physicians Assistants i-- 1 BS
...- -t. 4- --t

Physics : BS/BA i RS/RA BS/HA 1 BS/BA 14_ BS/RA BS 'HA RS/BA
4- 1

Physiotherapy ! r BS
---i- f «

f.Pcliticat Science BS/BA HS/RA BS/BA
+

KS/BA RS/RA US/BA
1-- ;-+ 4

Psychology BS/BA 1 RS/BA HS/BA I BS/RA BS/HA HS/BA HS/BA HS/BA RS/BA
_

4. -. 4

Psychology Education I BS

Psychology (Mental Health) US/BA

Public Administration
--t

i t BS/ BA 1--,

_.-. .i

Public Service BS/RA
-4-

Recreation ES BA BS/ RA
t ;-

,

.... .-... jr . .4.

Recreation for Handicapped US/BA i BS.' HA

IT A

KS/BA

tis,B.4

BS/ BA

RS !

BS

BS i

HS

BS BA

RS/BA BS/Ht BS/BA

US/BA

Recreation Supervision

Religious Studies I BSI BA
.. 4--- ,

BS (Ed)

Social Science RS/RA
1.

Secondary Education

4- i, -4 r
Social Welfare I BS I 11.4 1357 BA

Social Work BS ;BA , ' 11.5.134 US BA .. .,

4

BS" BA

US 'HA

BS,'HA 115 /14

US/BA

1-Sociology KS/BA KS/BA BS "BA 115 /14 RS/II k 14.5 BA BS BA I /1484 BS/BA

Spanish BA BA , BA RA BA RA RA

1

4-

BA
-4- -- -}

it

Speech

Speech Pathology

Speech,Theatre

Theatre

Theater Arts

Third World Studies

Urban Affairs

BA

BS

BA

BA BA

4
BS/BA .!

j BSIBA
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International Studies 8S,t8A

Instructional Media /15/8,4

Journalism

Laboratory Animal Technology
11 atin American Studies BS/BA ES BA

I aw En- forcement BS/BA I BS 11.4

I ihrary Science
_

BSIBA_
I ingulstics A Communication

BSiBA

BA

BS

/1.5.-BA B.V 'BA

' 9 Y

Management
-

B.S., BA

---
Sfarine Engineering

1

-f -.+-- -- -4-

Marine Environmental Studies

:.i..eine Science Technology

Marine Transportation

Maritime Management
+ i-

BS/IFIA

B.F. BA

Mathematics B5/113A BS/BA ! BS/BA Bi/BA II BS/BA I BS/BA BS/BA BS/RA I

Media li, r-
'1

I- -tMedia A Performing Arts
I I., -+-- --4. ---t.

ES !BA
Media Technology i BS/BA i

-
BS

BC !:

ES

BS

BS BA

i i jMedical Teainoioo AS as BS BS BS
1

_
--

Mel ropolitan Studies t
1

-t .
L. .1

BS/BA

Microbiology ES/BA
i * 1

. ._ ± - -- ----- - ------;Modern 1 anguages
; i BA
i .

Music PA BA

Natural flistory

Natural Science '

- :

-i
BS/15A

Non-Western Studies HA' 13S

Nursing BS ES as
Occupational Therapy

Oceanography
4
;

1tOcean Engineering

Philosophy
S

BA BABA 1

Physical Therapy

Physicians' Assistants 1-

+ 4
Physics BS/BA 11S/BA BS/BA
Physiotherapy

Political Science BS/BA BS/RA ES/BA

Psychology BS/RA i PS/BA BS/BA

Psychology Education 't B5
t-

Psychology Mental Ilealrhi 1 BS(RA

Public Administration BS/B.4

Public Scrvice
4

BS/BA

Recwrion : BS/BA BS/RA
.4.

BSIPARecreation for Handicapped ; BSIRA

Recreation Supervision

Religious Studies f
, BS1BA

Secondary Education BS fEd)

Social Science

Social Welfare i 13S1BA

Social Work BS IBA
t BS/BASociology BS/BA BS/BA

Spanish BA
--t-

BA

Speech BA

Speech Patholog
4-

BS

Speech 'Theatre HA

Theatre ,

i._
BA

Theater Arts
.,

Third World Studies
-t

, BS BA
-,---

Urban Affairs

Urban Studies
4.4

,
-4

Veterinarians' Assistants ,

Wildlife Biology

AS/BA indicates rusting programs
B.Si BA indicates contemplated programs

BAIBNII.' &. VFWI BA
1

-.-
, RA /85

,

--t i--
1 BS/RA._. . _,..

1

_,
i es BS AS BS BS

1. RS,BA t RS/BA t.

+ t
± BS 1

''..

f
4-

ES4 4- +
BA 1 BA ! BA BA

* .- +-
ES BS

4- 1---
.

8,4 :

+_- 4 1-
ES. ,BA , RS/BA 1 BS-BA BS/BA

ES

BS/BA : BS/BA BS/BA
!- * + 4

1 BS/Bit BS/1 ,, 1 BS/BA BS/BA BS/BA BS/BA
+ t-- 4

i

4-

1

1 . BS/BA
-4

BS/BA
. , 1...

.1.---

i
1. BS/BA

-4.

i

RS/BA

BS/BA

--,
BS/BA

4-- 4
BS ,'BA

4-- ,
BP.B.A 85 8,4

1-- t +
I1 BS'BA 13S111 3 BS/ RA B.S.11A BS'BA BS/BA

--,---

BA BA FA 13A
--1,

BA .

BA
..

i
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BA

8,4 BA
4
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A ppendix G

Suggested Proe2dures for Application and Approval of
Reduction in Faculty Workload

1. Not more than ten faculty members, or 10 percent of the full
time faculty at the college, whichever is less, shall be per-
mitted a teaching workload reduction each year.

2. Not more than a one-half reduction in teaching load shall be
permitted for any individual faculty member.

3. Faculty members 1,4 ishing to request a teaching load reduc-
tion shall do so in writing to their department chairman with
a copy to the Academic Dean setting forth in detail the pur-
pose of his or her undertakings.

4. Alt written requests shall he reviewed hy the Department
Chairman and by a panel of faculty within the discipline
area and shall be submitted to the Academic Dean following
such review,

5. 1 he Department Chairman shall certify in writing to the Dean
that another faculty member or members within the Depart-
ment is willing to assume the V2 time teaching load of the
faculty member being considered for a reduction.

6. The final decision on the approval of any requests shall be
made hy the President of the College.

Appendix

Planning the State College System

In short range terms, this Report is the direct outgrowth of a
process that began in the academic year 1970-71, shortly after the
Board of Trustees appointed a Provost of the Massachusetts State
College System. During that year, in a series of discussions held
between campus representatives and members of the Board's
Central Office staff, it became apparent that the lack of an "aca-
demic master plan" for the development of the System posed a
serious impediment to its continued growth. At a System-wide
conference held in April, 1971, it was decided to give planning top
priority a decision formalized by the Trustee Committee on
Educational Affairs in an October, 1971, directive to the Provost,
Since that time, the drafting of plans and policy recommendations
for the siren; has been the focal point of staff working in the
Central Office.

Historically, of course, the process of "planning," insofar as State
Colleges are concerned, goes hack over 125 years. The develop-
ment of what has been called "the people's colleges" in the United
States can be divided into four periods:

I. the Era of the State Normal School (1839-1900)

2. the development of State Teachers Colleges {1900-1946)

3. the Era of the Modern State College (1946-the late 1960's)

4. the development of a limited number of Regional State
Universities (1960's- 1970's)

All eleven of the institutions in the Massachusetts State College
System were founded before 1900, nine of them as normal schools.
In 1838 the Legislature authorized the State Board of Education
to establish three teachers colleges in different geographic regions
of the State. The first was opened at Lexington on July 3, 1839,
and later moved to West New ton and then to Framingham, its
present location. The second was opened at Barre on September
3, 1893, and was soon moved to Westfield. The third was opened
at Bridgewater on September 9, 1840. Boston State College was
originally established in 1852 as a city training school for teach-
ers and was transferred in 1952 to the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts. The normal school was established in 1854; twenty years
later a similar school was established in Worcester. During the
1890's, there was additional growth when four more schools were
established: Hyannis (1894. 1944), Fitchburg (1894), North
Adams (1896), and Lowell (1897).

The Massachusetts State College System also includes two spe-
cialized colleges. The College of Art was established in 1873
as the first Normal Art School in America. The Massachusetts
Maritime Academy, the oldest continuously operating school of
its kind in the United States, was founded in 1891 to provide offi-
cers for the U.S. Merchant Maniac and was integrated into the
State College System in 1964.

In 1909, the normal schools were grouped together under the
direct Supervision of the Department of Education. They were
authorized to grant the Bachelor of Education degree in l922, but
it was not until 1932 that these normal schools were formally
designated as State Teachers Colleges. In 1935, they were author-
ized to confer the Master of Education degree, the principal
graduate degree offered today. In 1950, the Department of Edu-
cation authorized the Massachusetts School of Art to grant the
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.

During the 1950's, several studies of the academic programs of the
Massachusetts State Teachers Colleges suggested there was need
for broader curricula and more physical facilities. In 1960, the
colleges were renamed "State Colleges," and they began to diver-
sify their fields of study. Since that time, Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science degree programs have been developed in
most of the liberal arts and sciences as well as in several pro-
fessional areas.

The decade of the 1960's brought rapid expansion and dramatic
reform to public higher education in Massachusetts. Passage of the
Willis-Harrington Act in 1965 vested fiscal autonomy and
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expanded authority in the Board of Trustees of State Colleges.
A regional community college system was born, The University of
Massachusetts grew rapidly. A Board of Higher Education came
into being.

With so many new students to serve, the major concern during this
period was simply how to "catch up." The Board of Trustees of
State Colleges soon decided that "catching up" without any future
plans was a poor way to proceed, so in 1968 the firm of Perry,
Dean and Stuart, Inc., was commissioned to produce a physical
facilities Master Plan for the Massachusetts State Colleges. In
addition, individual colleges were requested to submit academic
master plans to the Board. Several of these college plans were brief
and not adequately developed. The Board became increasingly
concerned about the lack of a System-wide Academic Master
Plan, and, as ha. been noted, the Central Office staff was instructed
to live preparation of such a Plan top priority.

In January, 1972, Provost Lawrence E. Dennis informed the
Board of Trustees, the Presidents, and members of the Student
Advisory Commissions that the Central Office staff would be
planning and organizing a series of workshops during the ensuing
months. To underscore Trustee commitment, the Long Range
Planning Committee was made a standing committee under the
Board's organizational structure which would focus on areas per-
tinent to academic master planning: the process of planning, the
definition of goals, college enrollment trends, socio-economic and
manpower trends, new academic programs, requisite changes in
physical facilities, and changes in both fiscal requests and alloca-
tions. All were matters which had critically important implications
for the academic future of the State College System,

The Trustees and the Provost believed that individuals at the col-
leges must have an understanding of the needs and future of the
State College System, and that those concerned with building a
System must he attuned to and knowledgeable about the problems
and needs of the individual institutions, In order to effect a Sys-
tem-wide involvement of all parties concerned, Trustees, Presi-
dents, Central Office stall, together with some faculty members,
students, and college administrators, were invited to participate in
the initial 1972 workshops. Each college, in effect, had a "team"
of two administrators, two faculty, and two student,, chaired by
the President. which tended the workshops and formed the core of
a larger planning committee at each college. Consultants from
state and federal agencies and from other state systems also par-
ticipated. Four workshops comprised the first series, held in the
late winter and spring months of 1972,

During the summer and early fall of 1972, planning efforts in
the Central Office concentrated on assessing the lessons learned in
the first workshop series, evaluating approaches to System-wide
planning used in several other states, and preparing a document
that would form the basis for campus discussions during the
1972-73 academic year.

This resulted (in November, 1972) in the publication by the Cen-

tral Office of a working document, "Toward an Academic Master
Plan for the Massachusetts State College System: Framework for
Discussion," prepared by Jana B. Matthews, then Assistant Direc-
tor for Academic Affairs and Admissions for the System. This
"draft plan" was distributed to all campuses in the System, as well
as to representatives of other colleges and universities and selected
state agencies, with the clear understanding that it was designed to
stimulate furthur discussion prior to the writing of a final Master
Plan in 1973.

The "draft plan" then became the backdrop on the campuses for
the preparation by planning teams of responses to the ideas it
expressed, as well as for the development of individual college
long-range plans, All of the Presidents were, as were the Faculty
Advisory and Student Advisory Commissions, asked to submit
commentaries to the Central Office, and thru the Provost, to the
Trustee Long-Range Planning Committee.

A citizens advisory committee was established by the Provost in
mid-December, 1972, to work with the Trustee Committee and
its staff. During the early months of 1973, while the campuses'
responses were being prepared, five subcommittees of the citizens
committee met several times to discuss issues highlighted in the
"draft plan" and to formulate recommendations concerning them,
1 hese were later summarized by the Central Office staff and pre-
sented to the Trustee Long-Range Planning Committee.

When the campus responses to the "draft plan" were received, they
also were summarized and analyzed for the Board by the staff and
then circulated to the Council of Presidents and the two Advisory
Committees. These responses subsequently formed the basis for
two System-wide discussion workshops (ih late April and early
May, 1973) sponsored by the Long-Range Planning Committee,
involving some 180 students, faculty members, and administrators
from the eleven State Colleges, plus representatives of the Central
Office and the Board.

The keynote theme for tlie. 1973 spring workshops was sounded in
an introductory statement presented by Sylvia K. Burack, Vice
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and Chairman of its Committee
on Educational Affairs, "Basic to the effort underway," she said, "is
the fact, the reality, that all of us are part of the Massachusetts
State College System, w hich is made up of 13 interdependent com-
ponents: the I 1 colleges, the Central Office staff, and the Board of
Trustees. Which by statute and history has a leadership and coor-
dinating role in formulating policies which promote the growth and
development of the System for the benefit of the students and the
citizens of the Commonwealth which supports us." The full text of
her remarks has been reproduced in Appendix A.

Among the many issues discussed at length during the course of the
two workshops were (1 ) the relationship between education in the
liberal arts and sciences and education for careers; (2) the need for
innovation in undergraduate and graduate education; (3) the need
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for improvement in the quality of instruction: ( 41 relationships
among the Trustees, the Central Office stalf, the Council of
Presidents, and the faculty members and students: l51 the need to
review personnel policies throughout the System; (61 relationships
aiming the various segments in public higher education. as well as
between the public and private sectors: and (7) the importance of
impros ed System-ss ide communication to effective planning in the
years immediately ahead.

With the adjournment of the second 1973 workshop, Provost
Dennis indicated to the participants what the next steps in the
"planning process" would entail: (1. ) preparation by the staff of
the Long-Range Planning Committee of a draft "final master plan"
for consideration by the Committee in late June: (2) following
Committee review. submission of the document by the staff to the
Council of Presidents and the two Advisory Commissions;
131 resubmission by the staff of a "revised final draft" to the
Committee in late July; (4) final approval by the Trustee Com-
mittee of a Report to he presented formally to the full Board of
Trustees for its consideration at its September, 1973 meeting.
(51 following full Board approval, distribution of the final Report
throughout the System and to key educational and other public
leaders of the Commonwealth.

With the dissemination in the early fall of 1973 of this Report to
faculty members, students, and administrators, in the eleven insti-
tutions under the Board's aegis, the Trustees and members of
Central Office stall' will have completed the first phase of the new
academic Master planning process initiated some 30 nionths earlier.
The next phase will involve following up the recommendations
therein approved by the Board, and the monitoring and evaluating
of that follow-up by the Long-Range Planning Committee acting
as the Board's agent, A report of progress for 1973-74 will be
issued by the Committee prior to the opening of the 1974.75
academic year.

Appendix I

Less Time. More Options

From:
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Less Time, More
Options; Education Beyond the High School (New Jersey:
McGraw-Hill, 1971) pp. 13-24, used with permission of
McGraw -Hill Book Company.

J. That sers tee and other employment opportunities be created
for students between high:school and college and at stop-out
points in college through national, slate, 'and municipal YOUth
programs,jthrough shOrt-term fobs with private and public
employers, and through appreMiceshiP PrograMs in the
student's field of interest; and that Sin-dents be actively'
encouraged fo participate. .

We believe not only that all colleges should encourage pros-
pective and continuing students to obtain service and work
experience, but also that some colleges may w ish to require it
before admission or at sonic point during matriculation and
could, in fact. in appropriate instances, grant credit for it
toward compLition of degree requirements. The federal, state,
and municipal governments can assist in this. We believe that
the federal, state, and municipal governments, on a permanent
basis, should offer service opportunities to young people.
Industry should examine its hiring policies and employment
patterns to determine ways in which it can provide short-term
jobs for young people who wish work experience before taking
further formal education. In a recently published Carnegie
Commission study of 1961 college graduates. over three-fifths
of those responding felt there should he some stopping out
either between high school and college or diiring college,

That opp,,rtunities he created for persons io reenter higher
education throughout their active careers in regular daylinte
classes, nighttime classes, summer courses, and special short-
tern; programs, with degrees and certificates available as
appropriate.

Higher education is now prejudiced against older students.
They should he welcomed instead, Too often they are looked
upon as inferior. Yet older students will help end the in loco
parentis atmosphere of many campuses, add maturity to dis-
cussions, and make a more balanc:d community out of the
college.

3, That opportunities he expanded for students to alternate
employment and study, such as the "sandwich" programs in
Great Britain and the programs at some American colleges.

Programs at American colleges that combine work experience
and formal study are increasing in number and should be
encouraged. (See Attached)

That alternative a-enlICS by which students can earn degrees
or complete a major portion of their work for a degree be
expanded to increase accessibility of higher education for those
to Own: it is now unavailable because of work schedules,
geographic location, or responsibilities in the home.

Recent developments in the United States and in other nations
point to increased flextb ,fity in the routes open to persons
seeking college degrees:

The College Level Examination Program makes it possible
to obtain college credit for independent study.

TV and radio college-level courses are recognized by some
institutions.

The mailed syllabus, radio course, local tutorials, and
institutional examination form the core of instruction at
Britain's new "Open University."
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Independent study, sometimes in combination with tutori-
als, followed by comprehensive examinations. has long
been used by the University of London in its external
degree program. The future holds the possibility for es en
greater flexibility in the routes by which persons may
obtain degrees,

Video cassettes and computer-assisted instruction can turn
the home into a classroom, In Japan. the Ministry of
Education intends to establish an "open university" by
1972 relying heavily on video cassettes that would be
available on a rental basis.

Expansion of college-level examination programs and
greater use of off-campus instructional programs may
eventually make it possible to earn degrees without any
college residence,

ttachment

Sandwich Programs in Great Britain and
Cooperative Education Programs in the United States

Technical Training in England

SeVeral English technical education programs employ alternating
periods of training at work and full-time college study. The major
patterns for this type of training are:

a. two-day release, or two days per week instead of one:

b. "block" release, in which the aggregate of full-time periods at
college, over the whole course, averages eighteen weeks per
year or less t such as. for example. one full term of twelve or
thirteen weeks per year. or one week in every three):

c. "sandwich" or "thin-sandwich" release, in which the full-time
periods at work and at college are of about six months each;

"thick-sandwich" release, in w hich the full-time college
periods arc longer than six months (such as nine months at
college and three in industry; or a year in industry, followed
by a three-year course at a university, and then by another
year in industry); and

c. a kind which might be called "inside-out-sandwich," in which,
for example, a full year in industry occupies the second or
third year of an otherwise full-time four-year course.

.. Most sandwich students arc, like part -time students, "works-
based," being employed as student apprentices and paid a wage by
their firms whilst at college and at work. But a few are "college-
based," that is to say, not regular employees at all but eligible for
grant from their authorities whilst at college and paid a wage only
during the Works-training parts of their courses. The latter parts

are arranged by the colleges in consultation with cooperating firms,
i SOURCE: Ai, Peters, British Further Education, ['etymon
Press. Oxford, 1967.I
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